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What is dying? The phenomenon of dying can be understood in many ways and
from many perspectives. This research uses a hermeneutic approach to understand the
experiences of dying. This understanding was generated in conversations with five people.
think of these conversations, as doors that have been opened to help me see fmher and to

areas that were unknown to me. The metaphor of opening doors encourages being open to
the rnvstery of life. the mystery of dying and all the possibitities in between.
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Chapter One: The Doonvays

It presetlrs rrorhit~gb11tdourways b~ru[he
Domail, of rhr sotti. arui rhry me ailfomrd in [he preserrr moment.
-Jon Kabar-Zit1
Cnderstanding experience

What is dyins? We all have notions and ideas about what this phenomenon includes

and what it doesn't include. How did we come to these undersranding" Is there more'?
How do our communities and our cultures inhence these ideas" How do w e understand

our own mortality? Hotv does another penon's death aftk~trhis perception of dving?
.Uthough these questions inay not be at rhe tbrefiont of our rhou&ts they can be exemplars

ofan &en-unconscious process. Both conscious and unconscious thought processes
inrluence our undersranding of [his phenomenon and the world around us,
Undemandin~rhe idea of dying is compiicated. Dying is not only something that
occurs to our bodies. before our eves. or to someone else. It is not only physical
deterioration pain or suffering. These instances often joiidie our undernanding because

of their immediacy. They are in fact panicular events that dtimately mesh into- dissolve
into. and have a panicular place in the seater more espansive landscape of the
phenomenon or experience of dying. In this research fx~erienceincorporates more than the
life events of any one person. The experience of

in this research is a philosophical

abstracrion that retlects the multiple layers of how we understand this phenomenon.

Just 3s time is not satic. how we xndemand the nuerience of &-ing is not naric.

-

-'Corning to an undersanding is not a mere action, a purposetii activity. a setting up of
signs throu* which I transmit my will to others.. .. It is 3 life process in which a

community of life is iived out:' (Gadamer, 1997. p.446). -4sGadamer (1997) highlights. thrs
process of understanding occurs moment by moment, constantly changing as we live our
lives in relation to others. T'his research uses a hermeneutic approach to understand the
experience of dying. For hermeneutics, knowledge is contained within and emerses fiorn,
the meanings we generate in our everyday lives. and human experiences (Gadarner, 1997;
vanManen. 1997). This hermeneutic process retlects the ways we as people constantly
interpret, and generate meaning in our lives. When approached tiom a henneneutic
perspective the purpose is not to define what dying is. but to continually call into question
what the experience might include.
Pers~ectives
Caregivers working with people n.ho are dying use knowledge and skills that have
developed tiom many perspeaives. Yet it is my belief. that often understanding an

experience tiom the individual's perspective is underestimared. underutilized and
undervalued. The Canadian Palliative Care -4ssociation i1994) described palliative care as.
[tlhe combination of active and compassionate therapies intended to comfon
and suppon the patient and t8miIy who are Iivins with a life-threatening illness.
during the illness and bereavement periods. Palliative care suives to meet their
physical, psychoio~cal,social and spiritual expectations and needs with
snsitivity to their personal. cultural and religious values. beliefs and practices
(p. 17).
Explicit in this definition is the need for holistic care. To achieve this ideal in practice.
caregivers use many forms of knowledge in order to deIiver safe. effective. and
compassionate treatments and care (Engebretson, la97). Yet health care services have been
larsely directed based on objective knowledge with a scientific perspective. Technic&

medical and pharmacologicai breakthroughs made in the last decade were senerated from

such a perspective iEngebretson 1997). -4sa result of these developments. individuaIs with
terminal illnesses can e-yect pain management, symptom control, and physical suppott
during the dying process. The importance of these interventions should not, and cannot be
underestimated. For example, knowledge about narcotics, opiod receptors, physiolog, and
pharmokinetics. all conmbute to pain management strategies, which are then applied to
most people experiencing pain. The domains of physiology and biology teach us about
systems and cellular changes associated with dying. This knowled~ehelps professional
caregivers understand how a body reacts to a panicular illness. what medications may
alleviate symptoms. or how to know death may be near. But I believe they are only portions
of how we come to understand the process of dying.
Our society is dominated by one scientific or medical perspective For understanding
health. and illness in parricuiar. Madison ( 1988) claims -'The scientific conception must be
recognized as a view of the world, a certain way of looking at it and dealins with it which
serves certain purposes. The 'objective' world of science is but one interpretation of the
world of our immediate experience" (p.4)- .As a nurse working in the area of palliative care.

I am concerned by what seems to be the dominance ofthis scientific perspective to
understand dying. Conscientious and professional caregvers often recognize the need to
continually learn about treatments, pain manqement. procedures and how to effectively
deliver good care. The types of research being done in -&is area reflect chis emphasis. When
caregivers work \kith the dn.g

they intrinsicdly utiIize types of knowledge that go beyond

the explicit. .As caregivers we cannot help but be absorbed and intluenced by the situations
and relationships with the people we care for. These retationships can also generate
understandings as we talk with, care for, and are interconnected with people. "If what we
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desire above all is to understand better.. .then the buman sciences prove to be indispensable
tools for attaining greater understanding" (Madison, 1988, p.47). I am interested in this
subject because I am struck by the tension between how we currently understand death and
dyins and how Little this understanding reflects the perspective of the individual living the
experience.
There is a tendency to beIieve we understand the experience ofdying, not only
when we examine specific portions of the process 'scientifically' but J s o when we attempt
to say ~xharthe ~otalityof the experience of dying -should' be. Theorizing about the
experience of dying gives the iiluston of understandine and negates how individuals may
interpret dying if it varies t'rom what is predicted. -3lodern theory is a tool of construction
by means of which we gather experiences together in a unified way and make it possible to
dominate them" c Gadarner. 1997. p. 454). M y concern about commoniy accepted
constructions of dying is that they offer us again, only specific ways to understand this
phenomenon. .UIsocieties have generaIized theories to help people make sense of what it's

like to die (Kastenbaurn 2001 1. These theories can be useful and contribute to what we

know-and can be identified as portions of the phenomenon. Fear of death is a common
oven conceptualization (Copp. 1998; b e n b a u r n 200 I :Slayer. 1989). -What a tragedy'.
-that's ~emble'are phrases heard when people discover someone they know has a terminal
illness. This fear may be justified and many people may hold this belief My previous
conversation wirh palliative clients chaIlenges this assumption as being one perspective.
One woman confided that she looked fonvard to death. she just didn': ~vantto go through
the process! h o t h e r man was so m n g in his religious convictions that he denied fearing
death and dying and was Iookin forward to being with his "Lord" and 3Iary". I do not

believe we have to navel bevond our communities and families to see how mch
generalizations cannot always be applied to individuais.
Virtually every aspect of a person's life is influenced by a terminal diagnosis. I
travel through my day almost oblivious to my body and how it functions. I am not
conscious of the pressure of each step on the pavement. or the sensation of air on my
exposed skin. When a person is keenly aware of the finite nature of their life, maybe
somethins changes. One man explained his cancer diagnosis as a toothache that never went
away, he always thinks about it. I have always been curious about :he ways that people

choose to live afier their diagnosis. 1 have seen people strive for cures and miracles. some
people who dcer their lifestyle and habits, some who turn to a sense of faith and others who
turn away %om faith. When people make such consuming changes in their life. I do not

think we can assume that we know what it means for someone to live with a palliative

Sometimes. it is assumed that people do not wish to talk about their diagnosis or their
impending death. Often this notion takes on a paternalistic flavor when we make the
decision not to discuss a patient's own future beyond the medical jargon and rational
discussions (Gadow. 1980). Some individuals may welcome discussions about their
situation and the &ture. In, The Death of Ivan IIvich, Tolstoy ( I98I ) paints the protagonist
as ;r man :vho becomes isolated as he is dyins. Everyone uound him evaded discussion
about his iI[ness.
md he \\-astormred by this lie. tortured by the fact thar :hey rehsed to
acknowledge what he and everyone else knew, that they wanted to lie about his
horrible condition.. . He saw that the awesome, terrieing 3a of his dying had been
degraded by those about him to the level ofa chance unpleasantness (Tolstoy, 1981,
p. 103).
..

What could we possibly be communicating to people when we do not ask or are not open to
hearing about their experience?
The research auenion
This research asks the question: What is the experience of dying? My curiosity with
this question did not originate with this research. it was. and remains. a constant thought as

I care for people who are aware that their life is nearing an end. In my practice, the ways
that people make sense of terminal illness. md the ways in which they choose to live with
these understandings. are important. How people understand their dying effects those
involved in delivering care, their families. and anyone who listens. Gaininy some
understanding of how people make sense of their terminal illness also effects others. These
conversations extend beyond the boundaries of a hospital room or bedside. Asking this
question places people's experiences of dying forward to a place where they can be shared
and heard. It continues this movement fonvard to understanding the phenomenon of dying,
not only for them but also for the worId of which they are a part.
It becomes deceptively

to segment the experience oidying into manageable

portions where statistics and hypotheses i m stake a claim to understand. I have chosen a
hermeneutic approach to look ra this phenomenon because practice has tau&[ me that
particular experiences and perspectives on dying also have much to teach about the
phenomenon as 3 whole. Hermeneutics.
. .differs &?on airnost every other science in that it arrempts to g i n insighthl
descriptions ~f the way we experience the ~ o d pre-refleaively.
d
~9ithout
taxonomizing classifying, or abstracing it.. .and offersthe possibility of plausible
insights that brings us in more direct contact with che wortd (\-anh.Ianen, 1997, p. 9).
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This has significance for nurses and caregivers because people-s health illness and lives are
the focus of our care. Our connection with the people we care for extends beyond tasks, and
procedures.
Meaning and emerience
For this research, people living with a terminal illness were questioned about the
experience of dying. Knowins they were dying gave the participants a particular
perspective on dying. Yet this experience does not 'belon_o' to them nor is it only about

ir always means more than -what is meant
them. -'Experience always contains apirrs ~rlm;
explicitly'" (Caputo. 1987. p.40). People cannot relate their srories or even talk about dying
without ;he implicit and often entangled ideas about the topic that already exist. The
experience ofdying, therefore. is a phenomenon that encompasses more than particular
interpretations t Caputo, 1987; Gadamer. 1997; vaniiIanen 1997). If we think about
conversations about dyins (or any subject) we realize we can only speak to, or speak about.
something that dready has certain meaninss. that mists before and after these
conversations. -'\Ve can learn something new only on the condition that we have already
been appropriately oriented to begin with. We can understand only if we already preunderstand" (Caputo. 1987. p. 6 I). When we think about the experience of dying in this
more global way. it becomes easier to understand how Caputo ( 1987) dares us to make
explicit what is otten implicit in the experience. The a ~ e r i e n c eof dying is about; the
neishbor in his eighties, our parents. our children starvation, senocide. homicide. suicide.
technoloy. qualip- of life. spirituality. culture. history. art, nature- loss. pain, prososis.
diagnosis. and the uItimatelv a11 other human Iives.

"Experiences sather hermeneutic significance as we (reflectively) gather them by
gi\;ing memory to them. Through meditations, conversations, day dreams, inspirations, and
other interpretive acts we assign meaning to the phenomena of lived life" (vanManen,
1997. p.36). Constantly interpreting the world in which we find ourselves, making sense of
situations. feelings and ideas in relation to other things and other people is our never ending
work It is in relationships and in relation to what is within and without that we find
meanings in our lives. When we articulate experiences ofdying, meanings develop throu&
language and are shared with the world (Gadamer. 1997: Kvale. 1996; vanhlanen 1997).
Language exposes the meanings of human experience and helps us to make sense of the
experience (Gadamer. 1997: Kvale. 1996;vanManen 14a7). -Also. as we engage with texts
or silently converse with ourselves. language gives substance to how we understand. "ill1
understanding is interpretation and all interpretation takes place in the medium of language
that allows the object to come to words* (Gadarner. 1997. p.389). In this research the

language. words spoken and unspoken in conversations. creates meanings. These
conversations senerated and co-created meaning as we entered into this relationship intent
upon understanding the experience of dyinp. L a n ~ a g edoes not only account for how a
person understands. When meanings in Ianguage are created they ultimately connect the
phenomenon being discussed and understood beyond the conversation.
For conversation is not just one of our many activities in the wortd. On the contrary.
we consitute both ourselves and our wodds in our sonversationa1activity. For us
they are tbundationai. They constitute the usuaily ignored backround within which
our lives ;ue rooted (Shotreras cited in KvaIe. 1306. p.37).
hleanin~is the resuit of contemplatin%thinkin, articulating, and understanding the
experience of d>ing. Meaning is groundedin individual perceptions and is horn- we each
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make sense of our world (vanManen, 1997). .As peopie live with terminal illness they are
continually trying to understand what the experience ofdying means for them. The
experience of dying has psychological, social. spiritual and physical dimensions. Within
any of these areas of human existence, meanings can be found as people who live with
impending death are making sense of their lives. When the physical body is overcome with
pain meanings surrounding this pain may be uncovered. Appreciating and respecting
individual meanin~snot only for their unique perspective. but also for how they contribute
to our common experience of dying becomes imperative. These meanings do not wist
independent of the encompassing phenomenon ot'dying. There is tluidity between how
meanings are understood and how the experience of dying is understood. How understand
dyina is not only about me. The nones of people who are dying are not only about them.

Yet both are portions ofhow the universal experience of dying is understood. vamifanen
( 1997) explains this

relationship and reminds hermeneutic researchers to not only relate

personal meaning but to take these a step beyond. --Theinterpretive examination of lived
experience has this methodological feature of relatins rhe particular to the universal, part to
the whole, episode to totality" (nnAkmen.1997. p.36). Likewise, the aim of this research is
to explicate panicular experiences of dying to at times compare but dtimately to weave and
integate these expressions into the universal phenomenon of dying. I have often used the
terns --individual"or "parciculai' experience and '-universal" experience to make it clearer
which portion ot'the c.xperience is beins examined. In rhis research there is a process of
looking narrowlv at particular instances as weIl as broadening the -we to bener understand
the of totality of sn experience.

The meanings of dying will never be klly reaIized because of the infinite individual
interpretationsand the dynamic nature of the universal experience. Tssential to an
experience is that it cannot be exhausted in what can be said of it or grasped as its
meaning... its meaning remains &sed with the whole movement of life and constantly
accompanies it" (Gadamer. 1997. p.67). This should not deter researchers Fram attempting
to understand people and the meaning of their experiences because all these perspectives
comprise the phenomenon. Research that seeks to uncover and generate meanings evolves
not ?om undemanding using an objective detached approach. but by understanding in a
subjective manner. By questioning people about the possible meanings of dying I hope to
realize :he experience of dying with a geater richness.
The point of phenomenological research is to 'borrow' other people's experience:;
and their retlecrions in their experiences in order to better be able to come to an
understanding of the deeper meanins or siyificance of an aspect of human
experience. in the context of the whole of human experience (vanManen 1997.
p.61).

Part of the purpose therefore, is not to estabiish new theories or _~eneralizations
of dying but
to enter into relationships =ith the participants where more undernandin3s are zenerated.

By ralking about life stories with people, new perspectives are emphasized and the doors to
possible ways to understand dyinz are opened. This research also aims to show how these
meanings are not independent in the worM but interdependent with the world and are also
portions of the expansive and ever chansjn experience ofdying.
Tne metaphor of opening doors is loosely used throu&out this writing because it has

been my reminder to be open and not -munded in how I understand the phenomenon of
dying.

In life it can be easy to plant ourseives in the presem a place where we feel that we

understand. This secure place is a deception. We are constantly pushed forward 'in the
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present moment' past the threshold of what we know to spaces and places beyond. My
challense has been trying to be conscious of this movement forward. This attempt at
awareness helps me to see other vistas and move through the doors that others open. These
cpenings create places within me where I understand dying differently.
Doorways Qive us access to pamcular places. Likewise, Chapter One has attempted to
give readers an understanding of how I am approaching the subject, and why there is a need
to ask: What is the experience of dyins? Chapter Two accounts for my placement as a
researcher and reviews relevant fiterature on the subject ofdying. Chapter Three describes
hermeneutics and otTers some understanding of the philosophy and traditions that gided
this research. The particular stories and voices of people who are dying resonate in Chapter
Four. It is here that the research retlects some of the panicular meanin~sthat were created
in conversations and as I interpreted the text. 'Opening doors' here symbolizes the new
meanings and new possibilities for understanding the experience of dying differently.
Chapter Five continues to senerate meanings of d>ingand shifts perspective to consider the
experience of dying tiom a more universal or encompassing perspective. Chapter Six
elaborates how this research influences my perspective and details implications for nursing.

Chapter Two: Standing .At The ThreshoId .And Moving

Itzterprerive mnqui~is a fonn ofseIfkxploratio~~.
hrr ir is ttor 'just' cat introspective
jormtey. It is ajozrntey mttward info~ hfabric
r
of human cfiscoursr in which my lve is
rtzmeshrd It is also an ticologicaljourney into the tmires of the Earth that susrafir and
s~trrowdhman discortrse in conditions of rrecessig mystery and silettce
fJardiilrr, 1992)
Standing at a threshold is an interesting position. We Iook forward to what mav be
revealed in the passages before us. Whether these doorways are new or not is often
irrelevant. What becomes important is beins cosyizant of the travelling and learnins and
that there is change From moment to moment. The threshoids are my points of beginnings.
Places where I journey tbrward ro see new perspectives. There is no one point where this
ston: begins just

3s there is no

one threshold over which 1 crossed to gain an understanding

of dying. For within me there is no one understandinp of dying. This chapter shows not
only the view looking forward but just as importmtIy. where I have come from in order to

get to this position - my thresholds. It is an introspective journey that examines my
assumptions about dyin_n,and the varying ways l understand dying. It is also an esolo_Pical
journev that revien-s some of the Iiterature that has also influenced my notions about the
phenomenon. .4 critical examination of these areas is necessary in order to understand
where I am journeyins.
intros~ectiveiourney
This hermcneutic research process is sontinsent rrpon self-expiontion being silling
and able to interpret my assumprions. and understanding how my interpretations ot'dqin_~
have developed ~kithinmy societaL hilid. and cuitural contexts (Gadamer, 1997). These

assumptions need to be ~xamined.challeng'eb and interrogated to achieve this

understanding. It seems artificial to locate myself w i h n a particular discourse to explore
the phenomenon of dying. It feels more appropriate to articulate my beliefs and those that
impact my interpretations.
Since graduating as a nurse I have often worked in settings where dying and death
were not always unexpected or surprising events. On medical units and a geriatric
assessment unit I gave people the care they needed as they faced the difficuities of dying.
My move to Home Care opened my eyes and expanded my interactions with clients.
Delivering care in a person's own home seemed very different from nursing in an
institution. For exampIe, when a physician prescribed a diuretic mice a day in the hospital
there was very little movement with dosage times. .As a Home Care nurse I quickly realized
prescriptions otten became tlexible ro meet individud needs and daily routines. Somehow,
there is a shift when people return home. a shift of power where the people thernseives took
responsibiiity and made sense ofthe illness in their lives. My nursing practice chansed as 1
increasingly respected the patient's wishes. the patiem's autonomy. and the patient's right
to control their life. I still wonder if there was a degree of controt and domination in my
relationships with clients. Nursing visits seemed to be preoccupied with tasks: adjusting
narcotic dosages. assessing pain and symptoms, and asking the a11 too common 'How are

In looking back, I ask myself how much effort did I devote to understanding how this
experience dected them? Was I so busy with medications, treaunents. md routines that I
sometimes missed seeing the person? -The diagosing and prescribing comes tiom oiir

klrolrieu'gr and U I I ~7ibjecrirr
~
p~il~rprio~rs
[ialics added]. This may lead to premature
closure to other possibilities. interpretadons. and perceptions" (Slunhall. 1993. p. 135).
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When I learned a person was dying, what did [ miss, or what sot left out? What codd their
stories teach me?
4Iy understandings or beliefs aboln dying come tiom a multitude of influences.

Consciously communicating my assumptions helps to identifjr my positions and
interpretations of text. "The hermeneutically trained mind will also include historical
consciousness. It will make conscious the prejudices governing our own understanding, so
that the text. as mother's meaning, can be isolated and valued on its own." (Ciadarner,
1997. p.399). By thinking and e.uamining my assumptions I hoped to recognize what may

block my attempts to understand the phenomenon of dying. I do not espouse these to be
truths rather they are my assumptions.

* Livins with a terminal iilness is different than when an individual has not been given a
terminal diasnosis.
* The experience of dying will never be Wly realized because ofthe infinite amount of
individual interpretations and the dynamic nature of the phenomenon itself.

* Individual experiences and particular meanings of dying need to be recognized as
ponions of how we understand the univwsai experience of dying.

* PeopIe want to talk about the experience and portions of the experience can be
communicated. In these conversations particular meanings can be generated and co-created.

* I could write about this phenomenon in a way that is evocative and thought provoking for
others. By writing about people's particuiar experiences and meaning of dying there could
be change in the way we practice and work with clients.

* Society has assumptions and beliefs about dying that serve to create a distance from
individuals living with a terminal illness. This distancing is negiigent and can be harmhi to
people who are dying.

* Knowledge is dynamic and ever changing. New knowledge can be found and generated
between individuals in conversations.

* Dying individuals change how they perceive themselves, their bodies. their relationships
and their lives.

* Heaith care professionals are not meering many patient needs because individual
subjecticity is silenced in favor of generalized societal beliefs and assumptions.

* I have a responsibility to challenge the status quo by examinins how society intluences
our ability to understand the experience of dying
%hen considering the direaion &om which ro study the phenomenon ofdyins I gave
considerable thou& and reilection to how 1 understood this experience. and how meznings

are co-created within language. This is a requisite activity for hermeneutic researchers
because -'for the interpreter to -perform' rhe t e a he mus have some pre-understanding of
the subject and situation before he can enter into the horizon of its meaning' (Pascoe. 1996,
p. I3 1 I). =Uthou_ehthere were no predetermined questions for the conversations, there were
questions that were the impetus tbr my initiating this study. These questions developed as I
reminisced about people I have known and when 1 considered my omn mortality. How
does the presence of a terminal illness dfiect

living? How does knowing that death is

imminent affect personal relarionships? How does a pemn feel about their physical body?

Does a penon's religious be!iefs or spirituality change? Do people give more thou-& to the
idea of a soul, or afterlife when they are dying?What does dying mean to a person? What is

the experience of dying? I continue to wonder about many of these notions. WhiIe in
conversations with people and when writing and interpreting I med to be conscious of these
ideas. They were in my thoughts, not because of my desire to justifi my ideas, but instead
to recognize that my interpretations couId be swayed by mv desire to have answers to the
questions 1live with.
In earlier parts of this research Ialigned myself within the feminist and critical theory
perspectives which grounded some of my assumptions and was a way of accounting for my
interpretations. It feels wrong to do this now. This stems &omhow I have changed as a
result of this research and again as [ have come to be c h q e i i in my understandins of
hermeneutics. Feminism and critical theor], more accurately retlm or align with aspects of
who I am and how I might interpret ten. .A better approach is to detail for the reader what
these ideas or notions are and how 1 believe they shape me. This accounting seems false at
times because blatantly stating what 1 think changes as ihe days (and moments) go by. I can
more accuratelv detail for readers what renets or notions remain important to me.
My desire to undernand dyins is driven in large part by my beliefs about people, their

lives and their stories. I consider myself a feminist and feel some of my opinions influence
this research. Feminism goes beyond issues of gender. For me. feminism is a discourse that
tries to expand how we see our communities. our societlr, and ourselves. Feminist literature
points to the privileged nature of knowledge and power in our society (.Allen, 1996: Allen,
Slaeda =Ulman,B Powers. 1991;Jagger? 1989; hLcComick & Roussy, 1997). Feminism
critically examines how power imbalances serve to mar_Pinalizethose who do not tit within
the parameters defined by the powerful. The p o w d are often male. white middle class
collectives which define 'norms' according only to their s i r d o n (Allen et al.? 1991).

Flowing h m this society in which we are embedded, there is a pervasive belief that
knowledge is valued when it is objective. universal and ~eneralizable.When this
knowledge is applied ro understand an experience, without consideration for how personal
meanings contribute to the totality of the experiencq these particuIar interpretations tend to
be oppressed. In pailiative care there remains an inclination to favor scientific ways of
knowing the experience of dying. Venues for people to eup.ress their stories @ves
prominence not to vague generalizations. but rather to how we can !earn Earn hearing the
particulars.
Feminism as a discourse challenges rhese assu~nptionsand advocates for a more
inclusive perspective of power, knowledge and individual perspectives. This discourse also
challenges what is omined for the sake of generalizabiiity (Griffin. 1982). For me, feminist
discourses do not attempt to dampen the importance of objective knowledge, but to e-upose
subjective personal inrerpretations as being comparable yet differern ways of understanding
our worId. Feminism values and highli_ehtsthe particular experiences of peopie 6ee of the
imposed norms. This act recognkes the multipie ways of knowing that are not limited to

the empirid, positihisr or objective positioning. These beliefs are tenets upon which this
research is grounded.

The experience of dying is not exempt From these feminist issues because the
phenomenon is not separate fiom the life that is lived by an individual. Dying does not
occur away %om peopIe, communities and institutions, but is embedded within these
contexts. Wlen we consider the multipte meanings, and complexity of dying we need to
critically challense the socid injustices that exist in society. These injustices occur when
we favor only certain meaning. We see this ocamhg when we s a y what dying 'is' or
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'should' be. When this is done it denies what living with impending death means for each
person. I believe it is also an injustice when we discount the relevance of how people
choose to live with terminal illness and oppress this human element to the complex concept
of dying. When we examine the ways in which we interact and relate to people with life
threatening illnesses we see thar o h medicaiization equates to the objectification of
people (.glen et al., 1991; Benner & WrubeL 1989: Gadow, 1994). Care becomes
purposeful. directed primarily towards the corporeal body. This disembodiment is sustained
in the actions of caregivers that are preoccupied with nourishiny the body, cleaning the hair
and skin. controlling the symptom, managing the pain and moistening the mouth. These
tasks receive our dutiful care and attention. In doing these tasks we are helping, caring and
loving. This is a deception that tactfUlIy Limits the way the experience is understood. We
recogize the 'doing' while sometimes shunning the acknowledgment of 'being'.
It is my opinion that few heaIth care providers. including myselE would like to
acknowledge that they focus upon the physicd person and maintain a professional distance.

I was introduced to hk.C. and prepared to nrm him in bed. He did not respond to my
introduction. It was obvious that he was drinking his last breaths of life. Mrs. C. and her
son were in the room and their expressions and posture told me they were relieved that we
would be doing the physicaI care. M.C. was now on his left side and appeared comtbrtable
with the exception ofthe hoarse laboring respiration. The aursing assistant laid Mr.C.'s
hand atop of the bedcovers and 1 saw his tattoo. My relationship with k1r.C. instantly
changed as I recalled meeting him a week earIier at another hospital. I remember that he
had a stoic demeanor. as he desm'bed parts of his life and explained where and when he
had sotten his distinctive tattoo. Working in palliative care settings I have attempted to

keep the client as person. central to my work and w e . It was my recognizing blue ink on
the forearm of a man that awakened me ro the reality that my care at times was distant and
focused upon the physical needs of a person with little consideration for the person and
meanings that dying holds for them.
t believe scientific knowledge, when viewed as the only viable way of knowing, can
serve to distance the living fiom the dying. We push away from our mortality by calling or
labeling people as dying. Feminist literature I have read has made me conscious of how
often in our sociery we fragment ourselves horn people based on the assumption that we
are unlike them and their situations. We create an artificial di-~idebetween the 'us' and

-them' (Griffin, 1982: Jevne. 1994). On this playing field we remain distinct tTom people
with terminal iIlnesses. able to impose professional power and control when we deem it is
necessary. and also allowing caregivers to walk away when feelins too vulnerable. Oflen
this distancing is unconscious, and my hope is to think about how dying is understood and

see the phenomenon in a different light. "We assume we are knowledgeable about their
bodies and their feelings and their souls. If we are open these others whom we call
'patients' become our teachers" (Jevne, 1994,p. 1 10).
tt seems that critical theory shares some of the tenets of feminism. I find critical
theory appealins because it extends beyond the identification of power discrepancies. and
social injustices and challenges the status quo I -Wen lQ96;btcComick & Roussy. 1997).
"Critical theory attempts to articulate a comprehensive socid theory and a critique of
oppressive social m c t u r e s based on hqemonic power relations. The soat of the various
critical theories is emancipation from oppressive conditions thar Limit autonomy and
responsibility" (McCormick & Roussy. 1997,p.269). Critical theory meshes well with the

I?

principles of hermeneutics. Both call into question not only how we view the experience.
but also how this experience relates to the social communities we share.
There are many ways to understand dying and that understanding has many layers
and depths. Society has assumptions and beliefs about death and dying which over time and
with acceptance have established themselves as unwritten truths.These assumptions often
remain unchallensed and can guide or restrict how we understand experiences. It would be
negligent to generate meanings of dying without some interaction with the other layen or
ways in which the meanings of dying continue to be created in society.
Ecolo~caIjourney
Death and dying occur daily and are part of life. Just as no person can live isolated
and insulated from the influence of people and environment. no person can die without
these influences. How I understand dyin_a while personal and introspective. is dso
infl~encedby the environment in which I am entanged. This environment includes the
varying sources and knowledge about the experience of dying. As a researcher there is a
process of positioning or grounding oneself in relation to other research studies. The
researcher begins with a review of the literature. exposes what is aiready know on the
subject. then examines and critiques relevant research studies. Thls often serves as an initial
step. a -digging into' the temres of the Earth the temres that int'orm understandings. For

me the process of understanding the experience of dyins and the -fabric of human
discourse' were as Jardine (1993) susgeas journeys that did not stop after identieing or
justifting the placement and purpose of this research. It included questioning how we come
to understand the experience, and questioning where these understandings ori@nate.

So. the review ofthe literature was in some ways a starting point where I was able to
stand at the threshold of understanding dying, but it was also more. When authors nnte
about dying their interpretations keep me in the play and flux, and keep me thinking.
b I o n a l i ~is an inevitability of life and because it is so personal and inextricably linked with
our lives. it has been a topic of discussion. in daily lives. philosophy, prose, art and
literamre since the beginning of man.
. b d who by the fire, who by water
Who in the sunshine. who in the night time.
Who bv hi$ ordeal, who by common nial.
\%lo in your merry. merry month of May.
Who by very slow decay
. b d who shall I say is calling? (Cohea 1974)

-1sLeonard Cohen (1974) asks of those who listen to his song. when people's lives
end in so many different ways and so personail! is it possible to label this phenomenon
with iht: one word of death" 1;ho shall I jay is callings?is God calling' Is there a world
beyond that is tailing'? Is Slohammed beckoning? Is death calling? There are so many
contexts of death. In order to understand the phenomenon of dyino for this research it
became necessary to focus the scope of the literature review, and perhaps more
appropriately the topic of dying. The research that was reviewed was limited to the domains

of nursing and dlied health disciplines. The review was narrow in focus because of the
cvrensive body ot'knowIed~ethat has developed on the topic. The experience of dyiny

incorporates the many ways a person may die or think about dying. The iiterature that was
reviewed was narrowed to smdies and sources that address dying as a result of ilIness. It is

my assumption that living with, and dying ti-om a terminal illness is different than deaths
that are the result of accidents, wars. murders and suicides.
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Dying is a phenomenon with many dimensions each linked to our lives in some way.
We all generate personal meanings about the eyerience of dying. Therefore the meanings
are varied and diverse. The subjectivity of how dying is understood by individuals seems to
complicate the foundations of understanding. Perhaps this is because personal narratives

and perspectives generate a multitude of possibilities. Dying is something that cannot be
definitively understood. It is interesting that the body of knowledge on dyins and palliative
care is dominated by literature attempting to tame the uncertain nature of the experience.
bCediul research typically segments the experience of dying into particular aspects
that can be analyzed and understood. There is emphasis on understanding cellular changes
with diseases. pain management. ymptom conrrol. psychosocial needs. family dynamics.
suppoh @efand bereavement. Research smdies that seek to understand these processes

are oilen generated in a scientific or objective manner where personal events and meanings
are deemed irrelevant. In my practice the paIliarive resource MedicaI Care of the Dying, by
the 1-icroriaHospice Society ( 1995) is often referenced and contains much of what the title
implies. It targets helping health professionals in their deliveq of care md includes sections
on: cancer, pain principles. .VDS care. death and dying and psychosocial care. .Also
included are sections devoted to gastrointestinal. respiratory, cardiovascular, orthopedic.
yenitourinaq. neurological and dennatolo~caisystems as impacted by terminal illnesses
(Victoria Hospice Society. 1998). When looking to understand the patient's perspective
there is little enlightenment to be found. Included in the introducrory chapter is informarion
on: parient needs. dying with disnit);. rights of patients and ethical aspects of care. Family
support and giefsupport is discussed in the final chapters. .Althousjh there is mention of

social physicaIt cosgitive and spiritual needs, these aspects still convey a medicaI

perception without emphasis upon what the experience of dying might mean for the penon.
This t e a is not unique or exceptional in its perspective. The experience of dying often

becomes reduced to particular physiological and psychological problems as viewed by
health care professionals. They place the phenomenon of dying in a medical context where
it is often detached fiom the people themselves, h r n the context of their lives, and assumes

a sinsplar way ro understand dying.

Theorists. researchers and writen often h e . construct, and communicate theories
and ideas in manageable ways. They lead us ro beiieve their construction is me. solid and

unbendins. these sources ma); assist our undentandinys about dying yet often yive 3 false
sense ~fcomprehensiveness.These sources enlighten portions of & i n s yet by their nature

do little to help us -gasp the meanings of dying for individual people.
When a person has a palliative diagnosis it becomes pan of that person's day ro dav
mistence. It is an experience that cannot be ody understood using objective. disassociated
methods. Qualitative research methods attempt io learn fiom the subjective ways in which
dying is experienced and understood. These v a n t ~ e sshow the phenomenon of dying in a

different light and teach different lessons.
-4 qualirative research study by Payne & Langley-Evans ( 1996) svggested there were

dil-ferences bemeen the hospice staff and patient's perceptions of a -8ood' death. Patients
described: dying in one's sleep. dying quietly. with dignity. being pain fie and dying
suddenly. as being ideal ways of dying Interes;in@y. carepivers characterize a ' ~ o o d death
'

as hating adequart symptom conmi. Emily in\-olvement, peacehlness and lack of distress.

T3e study points :o how often there are different values or qualities with dying and
differences b e m e n the opinions of care prohiders and care recipients (Payne & Langey-
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Evans. 1996). 1think of the people who die with pain (which many do), or those patients I
have cared for who hungered for each living breath. If there are tendencies to think that a
person can have a 'good' death is it possible to have a 'bad' death? Ln our attempts to
categorize. could we be missing pan of the picture? .Although this study uses subjective
experience as a means of knowing, it Falls short of interpreting these realities and in
particular the realities as lived by people who have a terminal illness. In this study, the
meaning of dying tiom these people are vague and limited to cate3ories. We do not better
understand what dyir,g with dignity means for individuals. We do not better understand
how a person lives with the threat of pain. In this research personal meanings also remain
entwined in the medical landscape. -4 landscape that has been shown often to oppress and

undenaiue personal stories. It compares the perspectives of nurses and patients and while it
points to differences in vietvpoints. it limits the importance of the individual meanings that
have been discovered. Comparing and conmising viewpoints inadvertentty leads readers to
understand one perspective in relation to the other. This has me questioning what might be
happening when we juxtapose professional and personai ways to undersrand dying.
Frequently one perspective becomes more valid.
Postmodernism has influenced nursing research and there are studies that deconsuuct
how dying is conceptualized. Part of this deconstruction is a resuit of rnoting the h a s
away fiom the dominant medical narratives. and refocusins upon how dying is understood.
In li case jt~dy,Jones (1993) uncovers the meaning of health that was ~ e r a t e dfor an
individual who tvas dying. Understanding hott- a person lives with dyins and perceives
health chdlenges subtle medical narratives where there is yl underiyins assumption chat

-

dvine
- is separate from health. Jones' (1993) approach to understanding a person's

experience emphasizes the need to search for meaning with patients in order to suppon
healing, nurturing and improve the quality of patient's lives. Fryback's (1992) naturalist
study also focused on people with a terminai diagnosis. In this study people expressed their
beliefs about health in the presence of disease. Their beliefs about health encompassed
more than the physical body. There were three domains of hedth described that included
the mentaYemotional domain the spiritual domain, and the physical domain (Fryback.
1992). On a continuum of Iife, death and health have traditionally been at opposing poles.
This research challenges the concepts of health and dying as not being dichotomous but
rather integrated in the human experience.
There are few research studies utilizing a hermeneutic t'ramervork in the xea of
palliative care. Yevercheless. there are sources that relate nories of people. and simiiarly
also challenge understanding, learning and thinking about the experience of dying
differently. PoweAl, telling and thought provoking books have been written about the
event ofdying. Such books include; Voices of Death (Schneidman 1995), Final Gifts
(Callanan & Keiley, 19921, hlortallv Wounded (Kcarney. 1996)' and D v i n ~Well (Byock
1997). Sharing the aims of this research these books bring forth the voices of people that
know their death is impending These writings are also similar to this research because they
reco-pize that individual e-xperiences hold particular meanings and are part ofrhe
experience of dying. In his introduction Byock (1997) acknowied_nesthe breadth of Iived
experiences and

in his book he recounts stones that exemplify this scope. .Uthough not

sated in these words. the si-gificance of individual experience is implicit.

The decisions people make to complete their dying days, or to help someone they
Iove complete a Iife. are rarely easy. .: . Yevertheiess. these end-of-life decisions

creare oppormnities for new experiences and discoveries that range kom the fairly
mundane to the W y extraordinary (Byock 1997, p. 137).
Byock's (1997) narrative highlights not partic~lardisease processes or treatments but the
variety of meaninp that the illnesses and impending death have for each individual.
Dying well does not always demand exceptiond imagination and tenacity.
Occasionally it is simpler and a little more private, although no less demanding...
Such was the case for Steve Morris, a Montana cowboy who typified the western
culture of stoicism and deadpan reactions (Byock 1997. p. I3 9).
Knowledge about the process of dying is what Callanan & KsIley ( 1993,) refer to as
Searing Death .4wareness. This 'Nearing Dearh .\viareness or p c e s s of dying is typically
unrecognized and these authors invite caregivers. families and fiends to relate to people

with terminal illness where meamngs can be understood. For exampie. they mess accepting

and inclusive approaches when engging in conversations in order to understand. "If you
accept these messages you can then try to undernand what the person is telling you rather
then looking for other explanations. such as medicine. hallucination or loss of intellectual.
knaton" (Callanan & KelIey. 1992. p.96).
>one of these authors espouse personal meanings as being more 'correct'. 'ris~ht'.or
-true*.Rather there is an undemanding that these meanings and these stories are
possibilities for the t~perienceof dying, and are the realities ofothen. Finally. in each of

these books the authors often acknowiedee the interc0~e~t~dIWSs
of our lives and put
bnvard these stories for panicuiar reasons. Schneidrnan (i980) emphasizes dis

connecrion "Occasiondy. there may be voices that you d
I recognize from your orkn

experiences, fantasies. dreams, or nighrmares. When that occurs. then those voices will
echo in your mind and you will know intuitively what they are sayin%'"(p.xii).Our

understanding of dying is a process that continues as readers engage with these texts and
find meaning as the stories are read and become part of our thou@ts. =Uthou& a
hermeneutic process does not guide these writings they exemplifv how many caregivers
intuitively do what hermeneutics makes explicit.
It would be negligent ro talk about dying without acknowledging Dr. Kubler-Ross'
research and contributions to the topic. Kubler-Ross' (1969) well known book On Death
and Dvin% defines tive stages that a person with terminal illness experiences: denial and
isolation anger. bargainins depression and acceptance. It is interesting that Kubler-Ross'
extensive work and writing about Living with dying is frequently interpreted as being 3
conclusive way to a m up such a compiex phenomenon. Her observarions also challenge
the dominance of medical perspectives. the ways we understand dying and how the
intluence of culture and society are part of dying. These ideas seem to be lost in favor of
undemanding dying based upon the tive stages. The tiagmentation of Kubler-Ross' ideas
speaks to how once again there are attempts to say we understand dying. These themes give

a false impression i
h how a person makes sense of their dying can be understood when it
fits ~vithinone or more of these themes.
Kubier-Ross deweloped these ideas of Iivin~and dying based upon years of clinical
encounters with people who were at the end of life. .Uthou_eh penonaI stories were the
sources of knowing dy-ins somehow these accounts become interpreted by caregven as
ycncraIizabIs i h e o k chat can 5s ~ p p i i e dio dl peopie. Some people may have rexrions

that are similar to rhe steps outlined- but there should be caution tiom making the
assumption that every penon will interpret this process in a sirniIar manner. What it means

to be dying when you're a mother of two children may be quite different than when you are
homeless and dying of hepatitis.
Like many theories. Kubler-Ross' ( 1969) work emphasizes a particular way to
understanding dying and has limitations, The five stages of dying may be useful but I
would assert that they are useful only up to a point. People can feel anger when they realize
life is obviously time-limited. This appears to re-enforce or fit with Kubler-Ross' ( 1969)
theory. When we take this a step farther. when we question personal meanings and explore
this reaction we come closer to realizing how this illness impacts the person and their
world. Perhaps the anger stems tiom a feeling that d>in_ris an injustice when a person has
vigilantly upheld a healthy lifestyle. Perhaps a person is expressing anger at losing
independence as their body physically deteriorates. Both are reactions of aneer but the
sources of anger and more importantly the meanings of this illness are very different. When
we believe we understand dying as defined in catesories or stages we are not open to new
understandings of how this event affects them and is part of their life.
Nurses involved in palliative care ofien hear personal accounts of how illness and
dying are part of people's lives. Hermeneutic research recognizes these accounts as being
types ofknowledge that can inform and change how we understand dying. -4 hermeneutic
research approach is able to -'explicate the meanings as we live in our everyday existence"
(vanManen 1997. p 11). Fundamental to this m d y is a desire to hear the person's story in
order :o understand dying differently. .Uthough interest in this research approach is

-zrottine palliative care literature revealed t'ew bmdies, and none that wu&t to understand
the experience of dying this way. Personal stories and the meaning created have been
addressed in other studies and teach us about phenomena such as: caring and uncaring

encounters (Haildorsdottir& Hamrin, 1997); living with cancer and existential changes
(Halldorsdottir & Hamrin 1996); spiritual relationships between nurses and families

(Stiles. 1994); the experience of meaning in suffering (Steeves & Kahn, 1987) and the
meaning of being understood ( Mclntyre. 1997). These studies inform nurses about aspects

of dying or living with illness where the knowledge was generated from conversations with
patients. Each of these studies shared conclusions that beckon nurses to continue to
recognize how knowledge and understanding the particular experiences of another occur in

our relationships with patients. They aIso accentuate how nursing practice can improve as a
result of these new understandines.

-4sthe hospice and palliative care movement gains exposure and credibility within
our society. we see a surge of different literature developing. Interestingly, it has been this
interest on the pan of consumers rather than providers ofhealth care that has nore readily

-Biven prominence to the experience of dying beyond scientific parameters. in keeping with
the consumer interest, current literature and media are tending to present death and dying as
part otl rather than separate kom human experience. Books like. Tuesdavs with hiome
(=Uborn 1997). Cancer in Two Voices (Butler & Rosenblum 1991 ), Twelve Weeks in

S ~ r i n 3iCalIwood. 1986), and In Lieu of Flowers (Cobb, 2000) are not resources that are
hidden in medical libraries. or infrequently tisited corners. They are easily found facing the
public in any Iarse bookstore. These sources do not typically falI within the domain of
schoiariy papers. yer I feel these permit a greater understanding of the meaning of dying
often h m the perspective of non-health professionals. Twelve Weeks in Soring ( 1986),
poignantly accounts the true story of a woman dying of cancer. whose wish to remain at
home to die was realized urith the heIp and support of a network of Eiends. "It is not a

stretch of the truth to say that Margaret enjoyed her dying. While she was also ansp and
indignant that her life was ending, she basked in the kindness that surrounded he?
(Callwood. 1986. Introduction). Basking in kindness are not words typicdty associate with
dying yet the author n h these words into the picture to make it more complete, more
particular. These types of stories often poignantly expose the domain of dying throuph the
eyes and the hem of others who are simply human.
We wanted to tell you our story.... -4 story about strugize and courage- even
more than the part about sickness and death. .A story about loss and the @As ir
brings. We wanted to tell our story. finally. because this writing made us visible
to ourselves as we were living it (Butler & Rosenblum. 1991. p. i).
The story of Butler & Rosenblum ( 1991) is one that indudes lesbianism. careers.
communication. sopins and iiving when one partner has breast cancer. Their aory does not
talk about hope, challenges. and physical changes in a detached manner but rather permits
the reader io share in how the inevitability of death is lived and leaned.
There are a lot of lessons that come with this disease. or maybe it's just that you
learn to make them into lessons.... You can S ~ courage
L
to take larger risks than
you ever have betbre. I mean. you-re already sick, so what can happen to you.?
. Cancer has released the courage in me.. . [Cancer] can entice you into
doing those things you have been ponponinp.. .Cancer actualizes you in that
way. by not waiting (Butler & Rosenblum 1991. p. 193).
.

.

These biogaphies and personal accounts detail the emotions. feeiings. st-omes. fears.
joys and sorrows ;hat are a pan of death and dying. Writing their stories Qives life to the
often-unheard voices. .As these stories and voices describe dying they teach us about dying
in tvays rhar are dirrinc: ken research snd the or^; Uth~ug!!diginn ?hey poifit ro hclv
particular experiences when tommunicated, can otfer unique possibilities and new ways m
understand the universal experience of dying.

This ecological journey should not be confined to the world of academia or even to
the world of nursing. Although they are not facrual or accurate in the typical sense, the
depiction of dying illustrated in novels also teach us about the phenomenon of dying. The
words are not bound to scientific limits, can be poi-pant and evocative. In the novel
Stone Diaries (1993) Shields offers an interpretarion of dying expressed through the
protagonist.
Something occurred to her - something transparently simple. something that
she had always known it seems, but never aniculated. Which is that the
momem of death occurs while we are still alive. Life marches risht up to the
wall of that final darkness. one extreme state of being butted against the other.
Not even a breath separates them. Yot even a bIink of the eye t Shields. 1993.
p.342).
-'Through a yood novel, then. we are sjven the chance of living throu_ah an
experience that procides us with the oppomitl; of :Anins insiphr into certain aspects of
the human condition" (vanManen. 1997, p.70). The literature reviewed is not all
encompassing but are examples that resonate with understanding. Xoveis where dying is
iilustrated not ody spring forth from the imagination of h e writer. but oilen echo images
and notions found in our society and the culture in which authors are also embedded.
Pased. Departed. Lee
But no. Xot lee. God damn it - dead
There. He had said it IFindley. t997.p.3l i
How often do we use euphemisms ro sypress or describe death" Findley (1997) taps
into an unspoken belief. The betief that nor usins words like death, and d > i n s is somehow
easier. more ta&l.

Our use of language surrounding the dying experience is impacted by

what society assumes is most iactfbl or appropriate. In these few sentences the author
makes clear the impression that words cannot mask hide. or palliate the reality of death.
Good ~ r i t e nhave an ability to draw readers into the stories. Critical thoughts are

frequently suspended as we empathize with the characters and in a voyeuristic manner.
experience the scene before us on paper (vadlianen, 1997). Fictitious depictions of people
who are dying convey possible events, possible worids, and inform others about what the
phenomenon of dying may include. Atwood (1000)does not poss over or romanticize how

a young daughter feels as she visits her dying mother
I wasn't allowed to talk 10 her because (said Reenie) she was rambling. That meant
she thou_ahtshe was somewhere else. Each day there was less of her. Her cheekbones
were prominent: she smeiIed of milk. and ofsomething raw. something rancid. like
the brown paper meat same wrapped in ( Atwood. 2000, p.3;).
This writing reminds me that dying is influenced by culture. .-Iculture !hat assumes
communication with people who are dying is pointless. The phenomenon of dying is also
pulled to a sensual level. A level where the scent of a dying body is aIso part of the
experience. Xot all types of knowledge are able to teach us about dying on such a
primordial level.
[t becomes

important to recognize how dying is pervasive within our world in our

studies. in our careers, in our leisure time and in our evep day life. We absorb images and
ideas about life and death so eequently that we can become ignoran: to how they influence
our perceptions. interpretations and understandings.

Chapter Three: A Way To Understand Dying
X hemeneutic process

Hermerreutics I d !a:,tor fo u co~zcl~m~on
which grt1esC O ~ ~ Oblif
R lo a
rhittdersrom, nor to a clon~rebur to a dis-closure. an oprmness t o w d what cannot hr
encompassect where we lose rnrr hreath and me stopped itt mr tracks, ar lust
momenran[v,for it always belongs ro our cor~ll'inotzto remain ott she way " /Cql~ro,1987,
p.214).

This research uses a hermeneutic process to understand the phenomenon dying. -4
hermeneutic approach to research is concerned with interpretation. It espouses that
interpretation is continuous, as on some leveL we all seek ro understand our worfd our
everyday experiences and ourselves. It is assumed that knowledge can be generated in our
everydav activities. as we artempt to make sense of these activities. Dying can be viewed as

an experience. and experience holds many di8erent meanings. Hermeneutics is not driven
to tind answers to the question but rather to generate multiple possibilities to understand
the experience ofdying.
Hermeneutics is the research approach [ chose to understand dying. The task of
understandins dying and interpreting the research tex is guided by rhe phiIosophicai
foundation of hermeneutics. With this phiIosophicaI approach there is an undemanding
about how the research is conducted and how the researcher artempts to maintain the
integity of the research.
The ~hiIosophicaItradition

The hermeneutic badition aims not to understand something sompletelv but to
understand a thins differently (Caputo, 1987; Gadamer. 1997). This philosophy is based

upon ontologicai and epistemological betiefs t h a ~questioned what it means to be a person.
and how peopie gain knowiedge and undemandin_e. Hermeneutics emphasizes that there

are multiple realities. .As people are unique, so too are their perceptions and interpretations

of the world around them (Caputo, 1987; Gadamer, 1997). Knowledge is not attained tiom
the simplistic notion of being taught or reading. Philosophy delves deeper into examining
knowledge. Hermeneutics is based upon the idea that we as humans are learning,
interpreting and integrating knowledge continually as we experience life. 'Philosophical
hermeneutics does not consider understanding as a way of knowing but as a 'mode of
being'" (.&ells.

1996. p.708).

Hermeneutics as a research approach is governed by this hemeneutic phiIosophy
fhere is a greater focus upon the process of understanding than upon a method ?rescribed
to abtain this knowledge ( Gadamer, 1997). Understanding the hermeneutic research
process. for me. hinged upon an understanding ofthe philosophy. Reading and synthesizing
the henneneutic ideas of prejudice, hsion of horizons. the tlux and uncertainty. and
language developed this understanding. Taking these elements, conceptualizing and (more
accurateiy) feeling the i n t e r ~ ~ ~ e ~ tof
e dthese
ne~
notions
~
placed my interpretations of
dying into a hermeneutic process or -hermeneuticcircle'. The hemeneutic circle is

-aounded in the idea of movement between what is commonly understood in the large
context of the world. and portions of the experience which we have knowIed_~e
of as a
result of understanding the particular.
Fundamentally, understanding is always a movement in this kind of cucia which is
why the repeated return from the whole to the parts. and vice versa is essential.
SIoreover. this circle is constantly expanding, since the concept ofthe wi~oleis
relative. and being integrated in ever larger contea always d e c t s the understanding
of the individual part (Gadamer, 1997, p. 190).

In this research conversations about particular experience of dying create horn-ledgeabout
dying- These accounts do not tell us what dying is. but rather are portions of how dying is

understood. No one commentary on the phenomenon of dying is 'correct', 'complete'.
-me', or 'right'. But each narrative broadens the boundaries of what we know when these
meanings are placed back to what is senerally known about dying. .As we undemand one,
we bener understand the other. The relationship is reciprocal. Knowledge of the particuIar

is not only what the person with the terminal illness says it is, but also what I as a
researcher, nurse and person believe this to be. -4sI place these meanings of dying out for
critique. and examination into the hermeneutic circle. I sain a Qreaterundemanding.
Preiudice
Heidegger's philosophv is grounded in rhe assumption that persons are connected
with the world that they seek ro understand*Objectivity is a condition that can never be
achieved because we cannot detach ourselves from our being-in-he-world (Caputo. 1387).
For this reason interpretation is influenced by the history. culture, conscious and
unconscious assumptions of the researcher as intricately as it is for the subject of study.
These pre-understandings or prejudices then need to be acknowledged in the hermeneutic
circle and the research process. Contrary to sciemific traditions, which believe in objective.
dispassionate observers. the hermeneutic process neither sees this as a yood or bad
intluence. Rather it includes rhis influence in the rigors of accounting for why certain
inrerpretations have been made. "A person who is trying KO understand a text is always
projecting He projects a meaning for the text as a whole as soon as some initial meaning
emerges in the text. Again. the initiai meaning emerges ody because he is reading the text
with particular expectations in regrd to a certain meanins' (Gadarner. 1997, p.267).
To understand personal insights, impressions and potential projections I have
recorded my thoughts during various stages ofthe process in a journal. This was to

facilitate interpreting data which was undoubtedly influenced by my participation in the
process. Self retlecrion and journal writing are means 1 have used as a researcher to
examine my assumptions, impressions, beliefs, and what 1believe dying to be. This process
placed my pre-understandings of dying in a position where they created meanings and at
times accounted for why and how I thou-& about dying. Excerpts from my journal writing
and honest commentary about my assumptions throughout this work also helped to account
for my interpretations. Interpretation is not merely recounting verbatim themes but instead
is part of a diligent process of thinking, postulating, questioning wondering, surmisinn,
comparing, inchding, and questioning apain ( Caputo. 1983.
Fusion of horizons
With feet planted on the sandy beach you look forward to see the setting sun. The

picture contains the meeting of the sea and sky. a hsion of horizons. You understand the

sea and the sky in relation to the other. This is how i understood Gadamer's (1997)
metaphor for understanding. [ could understand another person's particular experience of
dying set against the backdrop of my prejudices and ideas. -'A person who has no horizon
does not see fir enou& and hence overt.alues what is nearest to him. On the other hand 'to
have a horizon' means not being limited to what is nearby but being able to see beyond it"
(Gadamer, !997. p.302). Playing and looking at where our horizons and perspectives meet
could generate new meanings of dying.
The hermeneutir: process seems at work in every aspect of this research, not just how
I perceive dying but also how [ perceive this hermeneutic -method'. Questioning

questioning and questioning Iead me to wonder if the h i o n of horizons could be more. -4s

I read Gadamer's ( 1997) words my seaside picture mddenlv becomes more developed
more containing, and more telling.
The concept of 'horizon' suggests itself because it expresses the superior breath of
vision that the person who is trylng to understand must have. To acquire a horizon
means that one [earns to Iook beyond whar is ciose at hand - not in order to look away
t o m it but to see it better, within a laqer whole and in truer proportion (Gadamer,
1997. p.305).

The seaside picture also contains the boars. the swimmers and the cracked shells only
meters tiom my feet. From the location on the beach the aperture can change and move. at
cirnes rocussing onto smIl objects. at times peering to the distance. at rimes stepping back
to see all that is contained in the p i w e . It is oniy as t sep back hat I am able ro see and
understand how a pemn can make sense ot'sornethina by situaing the phenomenon

against a bigger backdrop of understanding. The interpretation of dyiny is not only focused
upon one or even five particular experiences of what it is like to die. -4 aep backwards
shows hat it also contains assumptions. germyes. cultural beliefs. societal values. and
how this experience is perceived in the bigger picture of life experiences. The experience of

dying has many layers. vantages. perspectives. and cherefore many meanings. The process
of undemanding is aiways chaqing and moving. Gadamer's ( 1997) firsion of horizons
urges us to move our vanrages, uncover the Iayers. and generate new memines.

The tlm and uncertainty
John Caputo (1987) adds to the traditions of hermeneu~csby accentuating the

dynamic motion of undemanding. Influenced by the work ofDenida and Kierkegaard.
Caputo { 1987) expands Heidgger's philosophy of hermeneutics. He expresses this idea of

dynamic understanding in the notions of tfie flux and the play. W h a t I mean by
hermeneutics in its radicdired mode has all dong been this wiIIingness to stay in the play,

to Ray in the flux. without bailing out at the last moment" (Caputo, 1987, p. 198). The flux
represents the fluidity of time, events and life. It represents the ups, the downs, and the
uncertainty tiom moment to moment. Think of aiI the energy that we spend to avoid
uncertainty. We ponder, hypothesize. measure, record, plan. map and attempt to prepare for
what lies ahead of us. How much of our life is directed towards conquering or finding whar
we don't know? We feel secure and comfo-bnablewhen we understand. Caputo (1987)
cautions aginst this False sense of security and cheers us toward the uncertain. It is within
this t1u.r within what we don't know. within whar we think we know. that we misht move
our margins and create room for new wavs of understanding. So as 1 define. sum up.
descriioe or conclude I am challenged to gop. Challenged to look beyond these conclusions
tbr whar I might be missing, to listen for hidden meanings. to see different perspectives or
to feel how a person's sory of dying can be different. The tlux and the play throw me back
into the process of interpretation and the hermeneudc circle to think again. Perhaps notions
about dying box in and limit that dying couId be'? Rlat could they be saying'? What else
does dying include'? -4s I fotlow this tlux or wave of undemanding I felt its motion. At
times it seems I tap new meanings to understand dying in 3 different way. then at other
moments I feel defeated and blocked by this uncminty. It seems easier, to say I
understand dying.

Lanpuape

Lm-we expresses and gives substance to the meanings we create as we make sense
of our lives and the world. Hermeneuric research thas seeks to understand human
experience is necessarily dependent upon c-I

- Iike any undemanding. We can only

understand something because of our ability ro know what something is or might be
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(Gadamer, 1997). Language gives us this ability. It is the medium that expresses all
experience and meaning (Gadamer, 1997: Kvale, 1996). E-xperience 'comes to life' and
becomes illuminated through Iangnlaee. -Tor language is by nature the language of
conversation; it hlly realizes itself ody in the process of coming to an understanding"
(Gadamer. 1997, p.446). Language includes the words and silences that shape our thoughts

as we read. think and converse with others. We cannot thlq just as we cannot have
conversations - without l a n g q e .

In this research people who are licinp with terminal illness shared what the
experience of d y i n ~means for them. tn [he collaborative and interacrive process of
conversation meanings about deah and dying are generated. Meaning do not 'belong' to
the researcher or to the participant but rather are co-created as both individuals attempt to
understand. *'Reachingan understanding in lanipape piaces a subject matter betbre those
communicating like a disputed object set benveen them (Gadamer. 1997. p.446). The
experience of dying becomes realized and understood as we speak to, and speak about the
subject of dying. The words and ideas expressed become the source of imerpretation and
understanding.
Hermeneutic interpretation requires sensitivity to Ianpage. This sensitivity relates to
how ideas are expressed in conversations. thinkins and writing. 'The phenomenolos&cal
method consists ofthe ability. or rather the art of being sensitive - sensitive to the subtle
undertones dianguage, to h e t\a> ian-we jpertks %hen it allows the things ihemscives to
s p e c (vaniiIanen 1997, p. 1 I I). Questioning and wondering about the words and phrases
spoken is necessary because they tell us something specific about the qerience as a
whole. Why does he describe dying in this way? Ifa person says they are afraid of dying,

what mi@ this tell me about their experience? Likewise, in silences and what is not said

about dying meanings can develop.

"Writing leads to carefbl attention to the details of experience carried in words to a
kind of contemplation. Such carefbl attention in turn leads to a deeper awareness of the

of everything, and to a mode of insight more in line with what
profound iIItefC0~~~tedIIes~
might be termed 'mystical appreciation"' (Smith. 1992, p. 255). One ofthe geatest
challenges for me has been this task of placing my notions. ideas. and interpretations in the
permanency of ink. Perhaps ~s is because I fee1 a sense ofresponsibility. I feel a
responsibility to the people who shared portions of their lives, and a responsibility to be
r u e to my incerpretations by expressing what rm&t not have been said. -4nd perhaps most

weighing is the responsibility to write in such a way that will stimulate readers to rhink
about dying differently. For me. it seems it is this task of dissemination for which I plod
siowly. Writing an idea, paying attention to the way I use words. pointing to possibilities.
constructing these ideas, I become bogged down and lose my momentum. .it other times,
this process of writing seems cathartic and revealing. Where did rhis idea come fiom'? It

seems to capture my thou@ts. . b d after placing momentary value on this one idea 1 am
reminded of the tlux and the play. Perhaps this captured thought is onlv one of many. I
must rhink again. and write again. .is though nriring is a different way ofthinking.

I see now how the hermeneutic process is ;lever mding as :here is reperirion and a

constant circling, and reworkin_pof what we think we know. I then move to a place of
questioning this process. Where does it end? How can we learn &om notions that are
constantiy moving and chanung? Is it possible to stop this process, to give permanence to

ideas about dying that are evolving'? Part of me doubts the faise sense of pinning down the
flux the play, the uncertainty, and the mystery.
Ooenness to the mvsterv
-'We are all bound together by the mystery of our mortality and by midnight

shadows" (Caputo. 1987. p.288). For me. being open ro the mystery helps me put my
notions and ideas of dying into perspective, remembering that any new understandings are
not new answers but rather new possibilities. Possibiiities that extend what is known and
add a degree ofbreadth to how I come to understand rhe experience of dying. It pushes me
to remain open always seeking difference in the commonness of an experience such as
dying. -'.Ill that Is asked is that we remain open to the meaning of the other person or text.
But this openness aiways includes our situatin_ethe other meaning in relation to the wfiole
of our own meaninps or us in relation to it. Yow. the tact is that meanings represent a tluid
muitiplicity of possibilities" (Gadamer. p. 2681,
The hermeneutic tradition like undemanding 'remains on the way'. It seems to be
continuaily stretched by ~ n t e nphiiosophers.
.
researchers and people who are open to the
multiple possibilities of what hermeneutics could encompass. Likewise research done with

a hermenaic approach can be equated to a never-ending journey of discovery ir may stop
us in our -ricks, but it then changes and moves. New meanings can continualIy be created
and develop with refleaion, revisitins md the passing of time. It is difficult for me to

seprate :he research process From the research ?self It is ad!- possible io eqress how I
undemand hermeneutics today. and portions of how I believe I came to these
understandings. Doing hermeneutic research is not a hear process with the tasks of data
coilmion analysis and interpretation d l separate and segmented. These processes overlap,
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mesh and are done aimon simultaneously. M y understanding of hermeneutics flows and
changes as does my understanding of the question: What is the experience of dying?
Placement ofthe researcher
4Iy undemanding of hermeneutics has developed in large part through engagement
with the writings of Gadamer ( 1997), vanManen ( 1997) and Caputo ( 1987), and as Icome

to understand dying, hermeneutics and myself My process of learning echoes the process

of understanding my participants, and the texts. Each weaves and combines with the other
elements to integrate into a momentary undemanding tiom which I move forward and
bachvard into the unknown. Researching the Lived Exuerience ( 1997). by van;Cfanen and
Truth and Method ( 19971,by Gadamer were texts which started me on the road of
hermeneutics. From these teas I have taken ponions. and returned to ponions of their
wiring. Ya as 1 continue in this hermeneutic process. I tind the writing of Caputo (1987) to
be most appealing and it has me questioning my beliefs about the experience of dying It
moves my thinking and continually reminds me to be open to the mystery of dying. The
process of hermeneutics challenges many parts of my being. It challenges how I look how
I interpret and how I communicate. This process is t'iustrxing, as I so desperately want to

define dying. There is anxiety and impetuousness. which restricted what I see within the
tea. .-\s t reiease to the uncertainty and flux I feel different.

I am reminded to reIease my

desire for answers, for the uncertainty of mv oun thoughts and interpretations. Instead of
concludine and summarizing, constantly playing. movins with ideas and stay in^ in the
uncertainqi is my chaltenge. To communicate this openness to the mystery and facets of
dying is my purpose.

Integrity
There is no one way to judge the integrity of hermeneutic research. This does not
infer that integrity is not something that can be achieved or that riser cannot be applied to
this research. Indeed the issue of integrity is kndamental to this research if it is to serve the
purpose of expanding what is known about the phenomenon of dying. Koch (1996) states
that in qualitative research "an inquirer needs to engage in this literature and select or

develop the most appropriate criteria for their particular study" (p. 178). There are many
indicators and notions about how to ensure the integrity of qualitative and hermeneutic
research in particular. Plqer 1 1994) outlines rhree factors that contribute to the rigor of
hermeneutic research the examination of the retrospective and historical nature of the
phenomenon the time-consuming need to m d y the participants in the comext oftheir
everyday situatedness. and finally by being committed to interpreting the text. Sandelowski
( 1986) looks at the

'tnnh value', 'applicabi1ity'. 'consistence' and 'neutraliq' as indicators

to evaluated qualitative research The criteria of 'credibility', 'fittingness' and 'auditablip'
are indicators that Beck ( 1993) includes in quaiitarive research.
Ensuring the inteyity ofthis research is not only an academic requirement. It is
important to me. as a nurse, a researcher and a person For me, maintaining the integity of
the research is hndamental &omwriting the proposal. during the conversations and to the
final product. I tried to keep in mind Koch's ( I9961 obsenations that '%bile there is a Iack
of consensus r e p d i n s the idea of ripor, Iegtimacy for knowledge cIaims are dependant
upon demonstnring that the research mdy is rmmorthy and believabie" (Koch, 1996,

p. 178). This trustworthiness and believability is maintained with attention to ethics

-governing quaiitative research and the intey-ity. Ethical parameters included the principles

ofconfidentiality, accurate reportins informed consent, and preventing deception (Ramos,
1989). The integity of the research is dependent upon my ability to explain or account for
how my interpretations have been made. by showins how I enter imo a henneneutic circle
in order to critically and continually challenge how I understand (vaniihnen, 1990; Pfager.
1994). .ka novice to the research process. I initially found it unsettling and difficult to
account tbr the integrity of this pmicular research, 3ven the variety of theories and criteria
espoused by diEerent researchers. My aim is not only to understand the experience of
dying but also to account for how I have come to interpret the text. "A trail ofthe
decisions, theoretical. phiIosophica1, and rnethodolo_pical. has the potential to clarify the
research process md establish trustworthiness of the mdy" ( Koch 1996. p. 175).
The ttndamentai principle, by which the investigator attempts to ensure the inteulty
and le~itimacyof:his research is my adherence- and commitment to the process of the
hemeneutic circle. The hermeneuric circle is gounded in the assumption that meaning and
understandings are processes that are connected and weave and circle together (Gadamer.
1997). This notion o f a hemeneutic circle paraiIeIs Caputo's ( 1987) flux and play in its

commitment and necessity to antinually interpret the text. looking for possibilities and
understanding how these possibilities are generated.
. ..which means a constant moving back and forth between our experience and theirsassimilating iheir experience within our norizons. revising our horizons on the basis
of :heir experience. even 3s they on their ?m i o !he same-untiI finalIy some ?oint of
convergence and ftsion can be reached (Caputo. 1987, p.45).

Intesgity is evaluated based upon the researcher's abiliry to evidence how the
elements of this circle have been considered in this srudy. Included in this circle are the
concepts of language. fusion of horizons- prejudices and hermeneutic writing.
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Adherence to ethicd considerations
Prior to commencing this study approvd was received tiom the Faculty ot'l\;ursing

Research and SchoIariy Development Committee which serves as the faculty level ethics
review committee for the University of CaIgary General Faculties CounciI Cornminee on
the Erhics of Human Studies. Approval was also obtained %om the Mistahia Bioethics

Cornminee. Participants were recruited f?om a northern -4Iberta area through the Local
Home Care program. The intent of the research was discussed wirh Home Care nurses and
coordinators. .At this meetins the naff identified potenria1 participants. .Mer this ?recess.

the Home Care nunes distributed copies of the Lener to Prospective Participants t see
Appendix .A). Given the smaI1 number of participants needed. letters were only distributed

to five individuals. Each of these tive individuals agreed ro participate in the research study.
and communicated chis via their Home Care nurse qxho then contacted me. [ then manged a

convenient time for the conversation.
[nditiduaIs with a life threatening illness are often considered a buinerable population
~ i t sensitive
h
issues. I do not feei that this is reason alone ro exclude them from research
studies. I do assert that researchers need to be alert and sensitive in their approach and
intenctions with ~ulnerabieclient populations. Ethlcai implications include uphoiding
contidentiality. accurate reporting, ensuring informed consent. and Lack of deception

r RZWS.

I 980)
C~nfidemidirl;rk-as apheld in s m q i e s wch as. mission of names &om documents,

changing names in mscripts and h e thesis. and locking the written and audiotaped
informarion in a seaire Iocation. I used dias names in the thesis to disguise the participant's
idemiries. This was done after the consent was siped md the new names appeared on the

transcripts and ail written materid following -4sthe researcher did aII the transcriptions
only I knew the false identides. The original name appears ody on the consent forms and
remains intact. The consents will be destroyed when the final report has been completed
and approved by the thesis committee. The audiotapes wiiI also be destroyed when the
research is completed. The transcripts of the conversation wiil remain in the possession of
the researcher in a locked cabinet for three years before being destroyed. This practice is in
accordance with standards to ensure the validirqr of any future publications.
The issue I feel needs highlighting for ths particuiar study is emotional securiv tbr
;he ~ ~ i c i p a n tDying
s.
tan be sensitive iopic because it points to our tulnerability.
mortality and fears (Kastenbaurn 200 1). Researchers can often be tiewed in positions of
power. We are educated have greater medical knowledge than most people, and hold
inherently a position of privilege (Gadow. 1980. 1993).For this reason I needed to
relinquish -control' in the conversations and permit the people to determine the issues they
felt comtbnable talking about. Process consenring was one means to deguard against
doing harm to pardcipants. Process consenting assessed the individual'j consent througholrr
the conversation not just upon initiation when the consent form was signed (Hutchiso&
Wilson & Wilson 1994: Ramos, 1989). -'The respondent is kept informed as to his
tuinerabiIity to potential dangers, and the investigator and participant make research
decisions as a team. The d e p h of ;he research relationship makes this possible-' (Ramos.
IqS9. 5 1). Pmicipants ..\ersaware they could dpt d U i x my time in :he research process.

During the conversations one participant became emotional and requested to stop the tape.
The researcher respected the person's wishes and hatted the audiotape. then resumed tapi%
when indicated by the participant. -4second participant also requested that a portion of the

conversation not be recorded. The participant was not unwilling to share his particular
experience of dyina rather that portion of the conversation was focused around the story of
another individual and was not appropriate or necessary for the research.
Generatinp knowledge about exuerience
Recruitment and selection of uarticipants
In order to understand the experience of dying for palliative clients it was necessary
that the research had a purposive sample (Polit & Hungier. 1995). The sample needed to be
comprised of people who had been diagnosed with a terminal illness. as the aim was to
study their meanings of the experience. This method of sampling assumed that these
individuals had a particular knowledge abour:rhe meanins of dying. Terminal illness is
random and non-discriminating. Each person's stop has the potential for new meanings to
emerge. Participants in the research had a palliative diagnosis. and were aware of this
medical diasnosis. The individuals were dl over eighteen years old were able to
communicate in English and be undemood It was not my intention to draw attention to
differences based upon demographics, rarher I hoped :o present people's stories in a
purposehl way where the particular meanings of the experience can teach us. while
remaining true to the spirit and soul of each person. For this reason, as a researcher.
choose not to be made aware of any demographic information such as people's age.
religious beliefs. or diayosis. As a nurse I often had rhis information prior to initial nursing
:-isis. This infoE3;tioa drfiough Sasic. had x e rakii~g
assumptions about ;he people I was
meering. .% a researcher. not having this information faciiitated openness within myself
where my assumptions were lessened. Conversations with these people 6equentIy touched
upon Ehe topic of diagnosis and the specifics of their illnesses. This occurred when the
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pamcipants choose to share this information with the researcher when discussing the
mperience of dying.

Just as there is no recipe for hermeneutic methods, there is no definitive answer to the
required number of participants. "Subjects are initially selected because they can illuminate

the phenomenon being mdied.... Sample size cartnot. therefore, be predecemined because
it is dependant on the nature of the daa collection and where those data take the
investigatof' (Sandelowski, 1986, p.3 I). Some cIaim that adequate sample size is attained
when there is 'saturation' of the data M y aim was to understand the phenomenon of dying

with a a g r e e ofdepth. This depth was achieved as I ilndemood the data and as I reached
data -saruration' tiom the conversations. Five people agreed to be in the research project.

Each participant was insefiiewed cwice with ihe exception of one individual w'no was
unavailabie for the second interview. KnIike quantitative studies. quditative studies attempt
to understand particular experiences and s a w t i o n of the data occurred with this small

number of participants (Sandelowski, 1986. 1395).
Conversations
-The deeper goal, which is always the thrust of phenomenoiogical research remains

oriented to asking the question of what is the name ofthis phenomenon as an essentially

human experience' (vmManen 1997. p.61). The primary means of understanding this
human 2xperience of dying t,vas in com.ercaricns s i t h :he pwicipmts. "Conversatior. is a

-

b%ic xode af human inrsraction. H u m beings ;dk k b i t h each ather ;he); interact, 2ose

questions, and answer questions. Through conversations we get to b o w other people. get
to learn about their experiences. feerings, and hopes and the world they live in- (Kvale,
1996, p. 5). t intentionally chose to gather tnfiormarion in the context of conversations

because I felt that conversations pface emphasis upon the relationship between the
researcher and the participants where both individuals contributed and together construct
the meanings about the experience. This process also attempted to n u m e a reciprocal
interaction and io limit the power imbaiances that often exist between researcher and
participant. These conversations were audiotaped with the written consent of the
participants (see -4ppendi.uB). The consent was reviewed and read with the participant by
the researcher prior to the conversations. .U1the participants signed the consent. were in
agreement and were willing to participate in the study. The length of the conversations
were determined by the participants with sensitivity given to the stresses often felt by
people with terminal illness such as: pain. daily routines. disease processes. emotional and
physisai pressures. It was important to me that the parricipants felt comfortable and secure
in the enbironment where the conversations rook place. Conversations occurred in people's
homes. and in an acute care hospital. Each participant determined the location of the
conversation.
I minimized the structured nature of the intewiews by rerlecung upon the

phenomenon yet not preplanning che quesions- '-Toconduct a conversation, says
Gadamer. means to allow oneself to be animated by the question or notion to which the
partners in the conversational relation are directed7 (vml[anen, 1997. p. 180). After
establishing the ?urpose and rationale for the interview both researcher and participant
enterzd into 1 :sn-;exation -.vi~ife1.v walls 3r 5 0 ~ i ; d ~ e-.vher=
s . :he neminy sf dying were
more ikeely consuucted. .Uthough the research question was to understand the experience
of dyinq there were conversations where the question -as never posed to participants in
those words. Conversations were about, how the person felt about the life threatening
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disease. how they cope, how they are felt at that particular moment. and often h e
conversations veered from the topic of dying. Pomons of the conversations where dying
was not discussed niil told me about the experience and eequently contained messages
which communicate ideas more poignantly than words on the subject.
1 did not have predetermined opening questions. Conversations were initiated by

reviewing the purpose of the study. These conversations often spontaneously occurred
when there was discussion about the diagnosis, treatments and history. In order to p e r a r e
meanings ofdying 1 questioned the participants about what the diagnosis means to them, or
how it affected hem. My nursing practice has iauht me that was a usehl place to nart
discussions about dying.

T x
The conversations with the participants addressed a very sensitive issue. Talking
about dving can be uncomfonable and is 0

t h

kaught with a muithde of emotions. For

this reason I attempted to be sensitive to the narure of this topic. .JLithough words such as
'pailiative'. -terminal', *dying'and *death' may.appear bold. f felt that often the use of
these words and this language was appropriate. -'One can say something tactfitlly; but that
will always mean that one passes over something ta&iIy

and leaves it unsaid and it is

tactless to express what one can ody pass over.. . . thus tact helps one to preserve distance"
(Gadamer. 1997. p. 16). The intent of this research was to address the issues of dying so
ofken covered hidden and oppressed by a j.ociec)- that encourages distancing, tact and
leaves man>-thinps unspoken. As I had anticipated the people were not intimidated by use
of words or language, rather they themselves otlen spoke in a hn.k manner. It is interesting
that althoua committed to talking about dying in a candid and honest manner, there were

stiII times when I was taken back by the people's forthrightness. .As I wrote about rhese
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instances I began to wonder how in&ned my thinkinp was and how, out of respect and
politeness, I bef eved 'skirting' the issue was required. I slowly discovered that not
everyone felt or expressed the experience of dying usins tactful or sensitive words. Indeed
it lead me to question where or why I may believe that tact or sensitivity were prerequisites

to discussions about dying. This notion added to the inikrmation and beliefs I had about
dying and how to discuss the subject.

The aim ofthis hmdy is to gather infomation not only by asking particuiar questions
about the experience of dying, but also by hearins the responses of the individuals tiom a
difFerent perspective. This is not a simple exercise when I consider how the a a of listening
shapes how i come to understand things in the world.
We can hear only what we want to hear. or what we already know and believe; we
can hear nothing different. nothing new. There are some things we can hear only with
=eat difficuIty, only with great pain. There are some thing we need to hear. but
probably never will. There are some things we would like to hear. but we are also too
a h i d to listen (Levia 1989. p. 19).

-

M e n I initially considered my research question. I was interested in a person's
relationship ~ i r their
h body when death was expected. I was drawn to the ideas of hope.
embodiment. spirituality. and existentialism. -4sI considered these ideas I questioned how 1
ai&t Iinen to people's stories. and possibly hear what I wanted to hear. Before the
conversations I wondered if maybe the words of participants wouid confirm my notions and
suspicions. 1 tried ro resin directing the cont-ersations in these areas and when was in the
conversations I attempted to listen not to my thoughts and ideas but to what the people had

to tell me. The impetus for opting for a broad research question helped me to listen to the
viewpoints of the participants.

For me, one way to understand the depth of another's experience, is to listen
differently. Levin ( 1989) develops the idea of listening
Pisrening] involves the entire body, the body, that is, of felt experience. It is a
Listening srmcnrred not by the intentionally of conceptual grasping, but rather
by the body's felt sense of the saying it is a listening attune through feeling.
This way of suucturing the listening sintation allows the words to resonate: it
gives the words the auditory space of a listening tfrat has refrained from
resuicting them to the field of a subject-object structure
( p. 2 1-22),
By listening in this way my attempt was not ro darifv. test, or conrinn any preconceived

nocions. but to learn &om being in the conversation

Chapter Four Opening Doors
Doors often show us passageways beyond where we are standing The stories of the
people who lived knowing they were dying also served as passageways. The stories of
Christine, Frances, William James and Hank generated new meanings of dying as they
recounted their lives. feelings, emotions and particular experiences. -4sI wrote about these
people. clusters of ideas or notions developed. Wantin3 to present these ideas coherently
and in an orderly fashion consumed. and periodically stopped. my writing process. 1 now
realize ihat like iife, and he hermeneutic circie. the ideas of dying are not neat, arderly or
precise. Rather hey weave- overlap. surt'ace. repeat. md reemerge in different sections of

-

the writing. [ choose to keep these ideas often where they developed in order for the reader
to perhaps gather some understanding of how my questions. musings. and ideas changed

and here emphasized. -4sI f o c d upon my writing about the people who shared their
stories. I came to wonder if these conversations not only facilitated the development of
themes or notions about dying, but dm emphasized how I come to understand the
experience. The: made me think about how we taIk about dyins how I learn fiom another
person's experience. how my assumptions block what I hear, what is said and not said
about dying, and how the phenomenon ot'dyins has many layers and complexities.

I dink of :hose conversations. as doors that have been opened for me to nelp me see
farther and to areas that were unknown to me. As each participant opened their doors to me.
they also opened themseives to sharino their lives. kulnerability. pains and joys. This
metaphor also reminds me io be open to the mystery of life, the mystery of dying and aIl
the possibiiities in between.

The doors William ooened
I was buzzed up to the apamnent and marched up the stairs to see a head peering

fi-om the open doorway. He seemed worried thar I might not find his apartment. His quiet
voice welcomed me and he aepped backwards to allow me to enter his apartment. He was
Friendly yet timid and I sensed gentleness about his man. From my vantage 1 saw the
bedroom kitchen and living room. Only the bathroom escaped my glance. The rooms
seemed sparse, minimal fhiture and only a few pictures donning one wall. He asked me
where we should sit as though it were my domain. I encouraged him to make himself
cornforcable in his well-worn reclining chair. He patienti? waited and said link s I

reviewed my purpose and he signed the needed consents. He didn't smite and he didn't
riown. His pale blue eyes seemed fixed upon me yet never were glaring or intent. We were

about to beun our conversation and he seemed ready.
William spoke with a quiet dear voice and he rareiy embellished upon an idea. His
comments were brief and well considered. =Uthouph William was aware of the purpose of

my meeting him he seemed to have little interest in ialking about dying. I wrote in my
journal &er this tint interview, "He denied feeling uncomfortable about taking about
dying yet I interpreted clues as being contrary. Or were they? He rubbed the tabIe with his

hands and his fingers rode dong the ninety-degee angie that the comer made. His answers
were abrupt and he denied thinking about dying, at least he limited his thoughts about
dying. -4sI r h i k 1 wonder if I almost felt that he was bored" ipersonal journd. 2000). I
had expected to hear certain stories about what it is iike to be d>ing.I anticipated hearing

about how a person's body slows down. possible fears or worries about the dying process,

spirirual beliefs and possible discussions about heaven helt or places beyond this world.
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William did not engage in any of these types of discussions. .At times I Felt an.uious because
when he did talk. much time was devoted to conversations about William's role as
caregiver for his parents. his life Farming, and his contributions to the community. Very
Iide time seemed devoted to his account of his experience of dying.

I had started this research with an assumption that people want to talk about dying.
Yet discussions reflecting upon his immediate situation did not seem to interest him. I
reaiized that there are many people who do not share my interest in the issues of death and
dying. What I had not considered until this moment was the possibility that people who
were dying may not be interested in the subject. I explicitly stated as one of my
assumptions that people had a desire to talk about this experience and that often their
nories *ere siienced by general notions and ideas about the experience. Could IE be that
tVilliarn did not think others would want to hear about dying? Could talking about dying
and thinking about this hture be a way of hurryins it up" I wondered if perhaps talking
mipht be a way of moving to this place or space in a person's life prematurely. [t made me
quebion my 3ssuminy need to talk about dying when William iiid not express s need. .At
this point I started to question my own motivations for wanting to understand the
experience. Was my desire to understand dying voyeuristic? What claim did I have to
touching chis spot in a person's life?

I returned to examine our conversation and how I was listening. Why did 1 assume I
&-oddhear a cenain story' For me. there was rt distinction between narratives about dyins
and narratives about living. We cqect specific elements in each type of story. as if dying
and livin~are mutually exclusive. Yet it is impossible for dying to occur without Iife or life
:o occur without dying. I also begin to wonder if I had placed dying in the forefiom of a

person's life when ir may be an aspect that sits the shadows. Something that is part of the
living yet it does not assume a pivotd role in day to day existence. .At times [ had the
impression that for William the experience of dying was not a 'big deai' It's as though this
process was like another of life's phases. '4t's going to end. You just don't know when, but
no use hurrying it up" (William $1, p.39).

His statements about his illness. and his hture seemed terse and mattewf-kt. I
asked him if he talked about the tinrre with his close friends, he replied - k e don't bring up
che hture chat much because there mi@ not be that much there" (William $2. p. 17). Kis
rkords smck me as being very rationat md pragmatic. They ackr.owiedged the reality and
inevitability of dying and yet let? very little room to think about [his process. It was as
though dying was sornethin~that eveeone would face and there was no point in talking
about it. On one Ievei I could not deny that this might be the case. Dyino can be viewed as a
reality for ail thines dive. But I wondered how when we have rhs discreet impression of
the process we mn the risk of missing the uncommon dements in the universai experience.
jeemeci tom bemeen how William presented his s o p and how limiting I thou& this

perspective was. Maybe my perspective was limitins.

I bepan to wonder if William didn't think about dying because it was too emotional.

Facing rnonaiity for many people including myself can srir up emotions and expose a
person as beins tulnerablc. Yet to say that WiIIiarn was lina5kc~ed or unemotional does not
seem to capture rtII that he was sayins He did not deny he was n d n p the end of his life.
bur neither did he focus upon this. He seemed aware and in touch with the chan~esthat
were happenins in his body and in his iife 'et was as though William beiieved. Iike his cattle
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and the changing seasons of k i n g , the cycle of life continues. There was a time to live
and a time to die. He was not scared of dying. He had grown into &is n q e in his life.
I began to see that there was no one story of a person. Rather there were layers and

depths to a story that continually gave it shape and flexibility. I found that I gained different
insights into William's experience when I released my desire to question probe and seek
answers. William's true story seemed to emerge when he expressed to me the stories and
anecdotes of things that were important to him. These narratives at fist seemed distinct and
separate tiom William's experience of dying. He taiked about the subjects of family.
community and farming. I m e to wonder if the stories weren't still telling me something
about dying.
For William could it be that dying and living were so enmined that they were almost
indininsyishabie' I would say that instead of learning about the experience of dying I was
told about how William's life had been lived. He described his connection to others. and
relationships with the people who entered and exited his life but who forever touch him.
WiiIiam talked about the >messesofbeing the youngest child in a fmily who assumed he
was responsibie to care for elderly parents. When he ventured into this topic I wondered
about how we anived here. -4she continued I seemed to sense that perhaps this story was
telling. It seemed to exemplitj. the potential in William's life. I had a sense that William
rvould Jways be iefi to wonder about how life could have been different if he was not
responsible tbr his parents. -4swe talked about caring for his parents William comments
that he becomes depressed by the thought. I asked s h y this thou*

made him feel

depressed. He responded -'sometimes just thinking about things I could have been doing

otherwise. More enjoyable than looking after those folks-' (WiIIiam $2. p. 1 1). He

commented that he may have traveled, but quickly dismissed this thought as frivolous
because time cannot be altered. He talked about the activities that consumed his life. his

f M n & and involvement in community organizations. E thought at first these were things
that William enjoyed doing but as I look a the words I see this was not quite uue. To seems
more accurate to say that this was a reflection about how WilIiam had spent the years of his
life, encompassing the good with the bad. the special with the ordinary. This seems to me $0

be such a reasonable and realistic picture o f f fe where there was a perusal and evaluation of
his existence. It was as though he tbund more pleasure at looking at the path he had
raveled In life with the turns and dips, than looking forward to the shorter path into the
unknoxn and dying.
The doors Christine o~ened

I waited patiently after ringing the doorbell as the shuffling f i p e made it's way to
the entrance. .A screen door and a wooden door separated us. She peered through the
window ro see her visitor. She opened the solid tiont door. as f opened the screen door. We
smiled as we did ihis and met in the middle.
Christine's home smelled clean but oid. I scanned the Iiving room noticing the
displayed antiques and treasures of the past. She made me fed welcome and we chatted

brietly about some t i m i w e [ admired. t enjoyed my conversations with Christine and I
tiequentiy thought that was helping her understand the experience of dyias as much as

she was helping me. This was different than many other discussions Ihave had about

Ttris idea svas interesting because it told me something about rhe nature of
conversation panicularly about discussions of d y i y . I did not think I was a h i d to talk

about dyinp. .As a nurse many people expect these types of conversations of me: people
who are dying, peopIe with life threatenins illnesses. other health care providers, and
friends. It was disturbing to realize how I have absorbed assumptions about dying that
influenced my interactions. When I thou@t about how conversations with Christine were
different- I started to look at these assumptions. Conversations about dying are different
than conversations about the weather, entertainment, politics and even reIigion. -4lthough
people may not agree. and discussions can set passionate. they do not invoke emotions
quite like the topic of our mortality.
Otien we in~ellectualizedeath and place it out of our immediare reach. When broadly

talking of death we talk ofgandparents or parents who have died. or we hypothesize about
our destiny. ail1 being somehow protected by the veii ofdisbelier'that death will happen to

us. (I'm not certain it is even possibie to talk about our dyin_ewith a degee of sincerity
until we are face to face with the inevitable). But I see a difference between talkiny about
dying when we are well and when we are dying. Nhrn people receive a palliative
diagnosis. or when they m h c d with their obn death my conversation and interaction
with these people changes.
Discussions about dying often rake a solemn tone and I find I am sensitive to the
mood and emotions of the orher penon Perhaps this was the difference in my conversation
with Christine. Her reactions were not ahat I would have anticipated. She was reflective,
and rhoughtful. She was able to articulate how the experience afFscted her, and engaged
with our quesions and musings. Dying was not rel~atedto something outside of her reach
but was accepted as being pan of her life and her reality. -It just _aadudly keeps getting
worse. . .I just don't pay any zttention to it.. .it comes on sIow[y and you set used to it. . .YOU
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have to accept it" (Christine $2, p.5). She was not fearhi of dying and I sensed that dying
was an insignificant experience in the grand scheme of her living. She seemed to $ve lide
consideration to the moment of death and events that happen before and after. She had such
a strong faith in the life beyond this world that the event of dying was almost unimportant.
Like a door or a means to an end it is a transition.
Christine talked with love as she described meeting her husband and fmily members
in heaven. She had spent time considering her mortdin; and inte-gating these ideas with her
spiritual beliefs. For Christine these spiritual belietj helped to shape how she thought about
death. N'e n m e d on this topic when we discussed the death of her husband. I had asked her
about his death believing thar previous events in a person's life influence how they interpret
h husband's demk
their lives. She toId me she believed her marriage did not stop ~ i t her
and they were married for -time and eternity' She believed she will met him g a i n in
heaven as his wife. "When we 30 to heaven or wherever we go, we \\ill be together as a
family ~ ~ a i n. lt's
. . a gear comfort to me. .And I think about it so otten It is a comfort to me
just to :know that our rnariqe didn't end when he died. I'm sill his wife. That-s a great
comfon ro me" c Christine $1, p.7).
For Christine death was potentially a journey to ~vhereshe would be reunited \kith her
husband. a place she could not 30 to while she was clinically alive. IEnking about dying as
a transition to a tvortd where Christine tvouid be reunired wrth people she loved, helped her
to not fear death. Somehow, this belief made dying easier. more comfortable tbr Christine.

In 3 t~orldfocused upon empirical data hcts and prob-ability this seems an irrational beiief.
Maybe the experience of dying is not rarionaI or about objectivity. If anyone else had told
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me d-v i n ~tvas comfortable because they anticipated meeting loved ones I may have

doubted them. But Christine had a way of telling her story that had me absorbed and
convinced of her belief. I have assumptions that dyins can be an arduous process for people
and affects them mentally, spiritually, and physically. Christine's story challenged my
understandins. She described how she was cordoned in this process of dying. She was
comt'oned by her t'aith and by beliefs that could not be substantiated proven or measured.
For her the dying process became less ominous. .At times her words lead me to believe thar
dyin_awas welcomed.
Beiiefs do not have to be rational and only to a bystander could they seem -irrationai'
"The usehlness or nonusehlness of a belief. however. is dependant on the judgement of an
observer and the context in which the belief arises" ( LVright. Watson & Bell. 1996. p.12). It
seems to me, to judge belief" as being rational or irrational. usehi or non-usefiil misses the
point. Perhaps it is just as productive to invest energ to understand what particular beliefs
mean tbr the person. and how these philosophies work in a person's life (Wri@t et d..
1996). So althou_ohsome may wonder about Chrisrine's belief in the after-life, for her this

meaning was part of how she perceived death and life.
Christine's story also included how she integrated her illness and limitations into her
daily life. She lived with illness. and made accommodations and chanses because of its
presence. She described how at times she was tiusuared by how dominant illness was in her
life. - l i k e little things too. If you want to open a jar you can't because you're not strong
enough. And there's just all kinds of things you can't do. But you have to accept it. that's
~ to be capable of pertbrminy
the way it is" (Christine $3. p.5). [t must be h m t i n _not
simple tasks. How would it feel to be dependent on others to open jars because your body
no longer was able to do a once easy task! Yet Christine has somehow come to terms with

this reality. Maybe accepting this change was not si_gnificant for her when compared to
other challenges. and changes that dying had imposed. Christine went on to express the idea
that she did not become consumed by activities she could not do. She accepted the
limitations as a reality and moved beyond h d o n to a place where she coped, and
accepted illness in her life. Christine's dying demanded a place within her, it's limitations
dificult. even impossible to forget. Christine had chosen one of many possible ways to
cope with her illness and dying. She had chosen to Live with her t'aiIing heart and body.

Uany of the ideas that have risen tiom the conversations gave me the impression that
Christine. like myselt was changing and creating an understanding of what dyiny meant fbr
her. She also gave me the impression that this evolution did not nart when we entered into
our corn ersations. Living with dying it seemed was not something done all at once, but was
somethine that she grew into. She comments "You know it's coming but you don't know
when" (Christine$1. p.5): '7 just thouphf g on as lone as you can" (Christine 91, p.25);
--Justcomes on slowly and you get used to it" (Christine 72. p.31; 'Well I've had this
problem for a wnile... I've had it for yean it just -gaduaily keeps setting worse" (Christine
=2. p.4). Christine helped me to understand how slow changes in a person's life can move
them to a place where dying becomes expected and inevitable. Her comments lead me to
wonder if her physical limitations and the disease process were catalysts in this progression.
\.%hena person's heart is Failing and the disease keeps getting :verse. would it seem like a
relief if death was comin sooner rather than later'' Christine also made me wonder about

h o ~age
- affects our perception of what dying means. I hesitate to make this assumption
because I believe that qeism can limit how we understand the experience of dying-We
hear how a person should expect or accept death because they are ofa certain q e .

Xevenheless, Christine herself comments "I know how old I am and I (laughing) know it's
coming" (Christine $3. p.2). Her comments strike me as being practical and 1 wonder how
she came to hold the view that dying is acceptable at a certain age. So often, dying is an
acceptable process only for people who are aged or debilitated (Gadow, 1996). Dying
becomes manageable, expected, and acceptable €or the bystanders when this ideology is
beIieved to be me.
Then I wonder if she was teIling me one of the realities ofdying. People who grow
old move closer to the end of their Iives and often they know this. So this place was not a
place where Chrisrine was rwenty years q o .This place tbas aIso not a place that she was
prior to our conversations. Christine's understandins afdving was evolving day by day and
ma! be even minute by minute. Perhaps this evolution prepared Christine for rhe
inevitability of her death and dying.

The doors Hank opened

The door was identical to ail the orher doors along the long narrow hallway of the
seniors residence. I tbund the number and rapped 5 m l y on the door. 'Come in', yelled a
voice tiom inside. I opened the door and entered the apartment while Hank's voice
commanded me towards the bedroom.He seemed co be talking kom the moment I
hocked. He jumped into conversation. as his wife sar silently by the door and 1 settled into

a chair by his bedside. He was reclinins with one arm bent behind his neck, propping his
head toward so he could ~wveythe room. His words and his posturing save me a clear
sense that he was comfortable in this environment, and aIso that he felt in control.
Hank spoke with a clear. loud voice that seemed to ring with crispness. This voice in
many ways seemed to echo his story, which at first appeared dear and defined. When Hank
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spoke he med to be fiank about his story. I was taken back by his forthright comments.
"That's up to you.. .this is going to help me get the cure.. .it's cancer.. .dehitely.. ..that's
all there is ro it.. . .I have to do something about it myself.. ..[crying] don't help.. ..Just take
things as it comes" (Hank $1, p. 14). It was as though he was driven by his need to teach
me. to tell me what he knew, as though everything was ordered and defined. Perhaps he had

an expectation of what would happen in our conversations and how he should act. As
though telling me his story, articulating the required words and aspects would complete his
purpose and mission. Yet at the same time I wondered if he was so eager to tell his story in
a particular way that moments of chit-chat or idle conversation would stail his desire to eel1
someone what was happening to him. It was also possible that Hank knowing the purpose
of our conversations and having consented only wanted to set it finished. If Hank felt
uncertain or scared about the hture maybe talking about dying was not a task he would
relish or enjoy.

Stitl, I was pleased to be gettins what I thou_pht was valuable research data had
feared thar talking about the experience ofdying ;niyht be difficult. My history taught me
thar the topic of dying was not always combnable and the subject of the conversations can
be quickly chanped. So when Hank jumped into the conversation and described how he was
preparing to die. was eaager to start the tape recorder. The gears in my mind clicked as I

tried to think about what he was telling me. I heard what I thou-& was something too
difficult tbr a person to express. He was saying the things I had hoped to hear. This pleased
me, and I b e g n to wonder why I would k I an emotion like pleasure. Perhaps I was

hearing what I thought Hank would tell me. as if he was provinag my theories and
assumptions. It seems satisfj-ingwhen we have people so&m what we think we know. On
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the other hand, I also felt a deep sense of privileee at finally being given the opportunity to
spend time listening to the stories of people who were dying. -hother point was how
pleasing I tbund the neatness of Hank's d v e . He had a way of telling his story in a
decisive and convincing manner that was clear. crisp and well defined, with very few Fey

areas.

Hank had an interesting perspective on his illness and his hopes for the hrure. In one
instance he would talk about the fact that he was dyins and then moments later soliloquize
about how herbal treatments had cured other people wi~hadvanced cancer. It was only
when 1reviewed the audiotapes that I heard Hank contradicted himself It was my k l i n s
that this was sn important piece about how he experienced dying. These contradictions did
nor sugsest to me that what Hank said was untrue. r d e r they point to the multitude of
tensions a person may be feeling. I sensed Hank was living with the reality of his illness.
yet maintained positive hopes for a cure. When I met Hank for our second conversation he
still told stories of hope but it seemed to me they were different. 50longer were his hopes
'full', rather the stories repeated words that had lost meaning and relevance to him.The
stories concluded with -'in my situation I think it's so far gone that it's too much.. .I hope
I'm rt-rong' (Hank$2, p.5). It seemed like hope d
I Iived within him but no longer held the
spotlisht that it once had. His hopes were tentative. He no Ionser appeared certain he would
be cured. He hesitated and even built into the conversation the possibility he would not be
cured. I wonder about this because before he had such conviction and fiith in actions that
wodd rid him of the cancer. .As he made these comments in our last inrerview the hopes
seemed less obvious.

Each of us lives with hopes and dreams, whether articulated or not tbr our children
our friends. our careers, our happiness and our hture and our lives. These hopes, often
unconscious. can motivate and move us beyond where we are today (Lamm, 1995). People
like Hank who have a terrninaI diagnosis, also live with hope. I wonder if we see these
hopes as being different. 1 question this because. as I listened to Hank's story, I recognized
two interesting assumptions I have about hope. Firstly. as 1 have been taught, I believe hope
is an important presence in a person's Life and that sustaining hope for people with a
palliative diagnosis is therapeutic and beneficial. Sly second assumption was difficult to
realize. -4Ithough I: believe hope is a positive intluence in a person's life. I found that while

I listened to Hank's story I rhought his hopes for a cure Lvere unrealistic.
I had the impression that Hank would do almost apthing that would better his odds
of curing his cancer. At fist I wondered if this was his way of barsaining or gasping to
life. but in my hem C don't believe this was his intention. .U1his actions seemed to be
prefaced with a 'just in case' or 'it won't hurt' attitude. This way Hank was able to know
that he had done ail hat was possible of him. He had tried all the options available to him
and if one worked. and save him health then it was worth it. His hopes also seemed to Qive

him a sense of purpose and control. Instead of placidly sitting and iening the cancer run his
life Hank was taking charge.
One of his tirn statements in our meetin3s was '?'m gettino evqzhing all set and
read! in case 1 JiZ- j

W

=I, p.!). Later 8 a n k arnmenced. "So :;our lice is hifiled then

your ready to 20. in that respect. because you have done dl you can for your kiends and
Emily. You know md you're happy with that' (Hank62- p. 12). .As 1heard this statement it
seemed to flow from how Haak had directed his recent actions. His acdons seemed Focused

upon preparing to die. Here it seemed he was at a place where his tasks had been
accomplished. He no longer had things to be done. They were finished. 1 wondered if at our
second meeting, Hank might feel a sense of satisfaction or accomplishment. Satisfaction
because he had arranged his funeral, sorted out his Iegal and financial affairs and believed
he was leaving his family with a lessened burden. 4Light it be that Hank understood that his
family will be distressed and emotional with his death but he has helped lessen their
burden'? Now they will not be consumed with challenging financial matters or bureaucratic
papent-ork when they are vulnerable and moumin_phis loss. I think it must be a pleasurable
feeling to know that you are sill able to help others when you are o n e . I think of how. if
these inarters were unresoIved. a person may feel u i l p or feel a need to fix thinys before
dying. On the other hand I wonder if Hank told me that a person can never be completely
ready to die. I wonder if he told me that arranging financial and legal adain was a part of a
process that moved him closer to death but did not make him wholly accepting of this fate.
Perhaps this preparation is one portion of dying. t wonder how Hank would
determine a hlfilled life. When he reflected on his life. did he get a feeling of having
achieved dreams. reached goals, or hlfiiled his potentiai? If this was m e was Hank saying
it was easier to die? .As 1 think about this idea I wonder how

a penon feels when they are

disappointed with what life has held Would there be regrets? Would this feeling change
how dying was interpreted?
The doors James ouened

The smell of coffee was one of the &a things I noticed as I stepped into h e modem
s
me with a sort of
and comt'ortable mobile home. Both J m e s and his two small d o ~ greeted
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EendIy apprehension. The dogs waged their tails and barked. .As he unlocked the door and
broupht me in from the wintry day outside, James smiled yet eyed me curiously.
-4s I entered James' home 1was nervous yet attempted to appear comfortable and
coddent. I wonder if at times I was trying to be so fiiendly that I might not be perceived as
threatening. For some reason I felt my presence was threatening.

outsider who was

going to peer in or perhaps just a person who was upsetting a usually planned and
organized day. James was pleasant and smiling but 1also had the impression he was shy
and reserved. James seemed comfonable with his wife present and it was she who seemed
to fill the moments of silence and hesitation. even in our initial introductions. .it the start of
our introductions she Left brietly to hang wet clothes outside on the line. James seemed
arrxious while she was away and the fiiendly conversation felt silted as he looked for his
wife's return.
lames' wife remained for the conversations. I had a number of feelings and responses
to her presence. Often she seemed to answer for James and she was gibing her story of
lames' illness. was a little hesitant as my objeaive was to explore the rneaniny of dyiny
not from the perspective of observers, health care providers, or fmily members. but with
the person Iivinp with the tenninal illness. 1warned to hear his story and his expression of
what living with this illness meant to him. But I did think about how otten our stories are
consmcred with the reactions. interprerations and input fiom those that we love and who

are close to us. I thou&t about how it was likely that the story of James' experience was
relayed ro b i l y . fiends and health care workers through his wife. As we were tallring 1
wondered how perhaps the wife's story was part of James' stor);. It was as thou* she had

assumed or taken up. this role before I entered their home. Perhaps this was how he w e d

and communicated to others most ollen James did talk and shared in the conversation but
he also allowed his wife to tell his storqr, and rarely did he contradict her. Experience often
seem to be momentarily captured when we say the spoken words. Perhaps part of the
meaning for James was understood when his wife articuIated it. .As though there was an
obtious co-creation of James' experience between his wife and himseIE I thought that the
presence of James' wife would comfort him and facilitate the conversations. I was f e d 1

of his not wanting to talk to me, and of how we both may be uncomtbrtable. It is interesting
that f might have thought this. That James would some how be incapable of comfonably
sharing his sory with me. tt is interestiny how I -.vanted to ensure James' comfon to
somehow make the story of dying more comfortable for a person. Can it ever be
cornfonab lc'? Can it ever be uncomfo~abie'?

It seems ironic that I felt so uncomfortable. Ironic because I enjoyed my conversarion
with this t'amily and because after the recorder was turned of£ we continued to talk in this
same rhythm we had developed. James and his wife lived an hour tiom my home in a rural
farming community, so I accepted their invitation ti>rlunch as the three of us continued to
t a k and share, about illness, our career. our t'amilies, and life in generai for two more

hours. .As I transcribed the tapes I was concerned g a i n about the role of James' wife and
was a little distressed at her exceedingly Iarge contribution to the whole of the transcripts.
What was interesting though was as focused upon James' words [ had the sense that
although the words were few. that the content and meaning of these words spoke volumes. I
remain svrprised at how these few words have moved my understanding of dying so much.
Oflen when I talked to James, I felt he was telling me a particular story. something
that was at times distinct riom the reality chat was happening to him. "You learn to live

with it, and crying about it doesn't make life any easier' (James 1. p. I). I had the
impression when James said this that he was telling me what he thought I wanted to hear.
AS if he felt someone who starts a conversation by detailing their own trials, challenges and
discomforts were inappropriate. 1 also had the impression that he had determined
appropriate responses to his illness. As thou* he directs himself towards understanding his
illness on a rational level as opposed to understanding what the emotions might mean. His
words suggest that he believed cryins was purposeiess and will do !ide to chanse the

hrure. This may be uue, but I wonder what it does to a person when they believe that
emotions don't make life easier.
Later in the conversation he openly cried and also at times discussed how he was
limited physically by his weakness and lack rlfener_~y.
Looking at the whole ofthe
conversation, I quickly saw what t started to believe were contradictions in his story. I
starred to wonder are they contradictions? Could it be that James' feeling chanzed so
dramatically from moment to moment that each statement was true and real at that
inslance'' It seems hnny that I should assume that a person must have a detined
understanding of their experience when my understandings also seem to chanse and move
tiom moment to moment. Maybe I was just seeins how variable the meaning of dying
were for James' as well. Could this be one way of understanding a story that seemed to
contradict itself? Perhaps it would be too difficult to jump into the true experience of dying
insinuating in a matter of fact tone that everything was ail right codd make it manageable.

If every time a person questioned about the abiIity to cope perfiaps a person's defenses and
sensitivity would always be heightened and leaking them tulnerable. Instead lames'
statement may susgest that you move and continue as before, only now accompanied by an

illness that must be lived with. I am not certain that James understood or thought about
living with his illness, although that was how I interpret his words. Living with an illness
can be quite different than forgetting about and illness. .At &st. I interpreted his statement
in that way, that he might be ignoring or forgetting that he was living with a terminal
illness. Perhaps James was denying Cat least outwardly) his palliative diagnosis. But I do
not think this is the case. I would guess that James was very aware of his mortality and his
diagnosis. and at times in the conversation this became more apparent. 'What do you say
to. you know a man with a bad heart. he's facing a smoking ,w. He's in the same shape as

am.He don't know what move he's going to make and that's soins to make and that's
goins to be his last. Say, what makes cancer so much worse'' I Liow there's pain with it,
but as I said we dl die" (James. $1 p. 18). He may have been attempting to make sense of

this reality and somehow understand how it fits in life. as he knew it. He questioned me
about what makes cancer worse. as thou!$

he was trying to understand what this

experience might be like, what the tirture might hold. He has heard it was worse. but worse

than what'? Other ways ofdying'? The words that follow this question make me wonder if
he even wanted an answer to his question. "We a11 die" is a vet closed statement that
cannot be denied but that offer little room for understandins how people's individual
experiences can be different. Instead it sums up the tact that we d l will be in James'
position with che same fate awaiting us. .gain I tee1 some tensions benveen how he
undersood dying and how he lived with his dying.

I be*

to pursue this research with a desire to understand now people experience

dying. I wondered. what do they think about? How does life change'? What happens to
people when life becomes finite? What is the e-qerienceof dying? I am coming to realize

there are many aspects to this complex question It is a complex question because a
person's interpreration of dying is partially shaped by what they see. what they hear or say,
how they feel, the reactions of others. the emotions a person feels, the conscious and the
unconscious. Many of my questions about lames' situation were answered tersely; "You
just learn to live with itn(James$2, p.51, There's nothing you can do about itm(Jarnesif?,
p.5) and -'It doesn't make it any worse" (James $1, p. 1). .As I listened it seemed as though
James had everything well in hand. But was I listening*?.At the time I believed we were
both gounded in the same understandings of our words. Xow I am not as confident. These
briefwords exploded with different possibilities when I questioned what 'it' could mean for
James. Was James talking about. iiving with cancer, or living with the physical changes
that cancer otlen causes? Is there no use worrying about whar today holds. or no point
worrying about dying? Does his illness, his knowledge that death is near, not chang things
or does it make it worse? Each of these questions opens up different meanings and these are
the questions that I continue to ponder after James' brief comments, and expanding the
possible interprerations. What did 'it' mean for James? Was he referring to the cancer, the
changes in life7a diagnosis. his illness or impending death" As I think about these
possibilities I also wonder if it coutd include alt these notions.
t had the impression that James viewed his illness and the cancer as being a distinct

entity separate from him. -4s 1thought about this idea I bepn to think that this might affect
James in many ways. At times this distinction seemed to create a distancing perhaps a
buffer zone. with James planted tirmly and the iilness beins at arm's length away. He was
close enough to be aware of it, yet fat enough that it did not invade his person and who he

was. Sometimes I also wondered if this separation of ilIness and self permitted a splintering

of his experience. If James perceived the illness as separate. maybe it was how James could
talk openly of his tests. procedures and clinical aspects of his illness. %
' I fact it's clear but I
still keep taking medication for it. Because what has happened the way I understand it they
have to keep the protostrogen and androgens down because that's what is feeding the
cancer" (James $1, p. 5). Perhaps this notion of illness as 'other' allowed James to see this
portion of his experience in an open manner. with his feelings and emotions separated and
buffered firom the same public scrutiny. I think about this possibility, and it seemed James
was comfortable talking about the illness yet uncomf'onable talking about how the illness
afFected him. It makes me think how often we can skirt issues of experience when we
become narrowly focused on treatments and interventions. tt seems to me that James has
made a choice to understand his illness in these terns. He talked of his hormones and the
relationship with his spreading cancer using technical terms. He mistakenly referred to
progesterone. or prozestogen as protostempen making me curious about his level of
understanding. .And could this medical reasoning possibly extend the gap between self and
illness'?
The doors Frances 0~ened

Frances' door had a floral bag and a name marker telling me she lived there. These
were the only indicators in a passageway that was filled wirh doon that looked the same.I
recall thinking that although the dwn looked the same. they each rcere passages to
different people. different lives and different stories. When I was face to face with Frances'
door I wondered about the story 1 may hear.
Frances was approached by her Home Care nurse and agreed to be part of the
research. She had read and signed the consent. and it was not until tve were well into the
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conversation that I realized that Frances had not been diagnosed palliative by a physician. I
was about to stop the interview believing she did not meet the -criteria' for this study.
Before I could interject Frances continued on to tell her story. a story that I soon saw,
needed to be told. A story about how she believed she was dying. When I daennined the
recruitment criteria I was unaware of my assumptions about how and when a person was
dying. [ assumed physicians and health care worken were the ones who drew the line in the
sand definine who stepped over the threshold to the dying. Frances drew this distinction
herself. She called herself iiying.
"The doctor found it at home. just a lump about here. which I knew -xasthere but
which I didn-t tell her because I thouat we'll just let her tind out for herself' (Frances=1.
p.9). She spoke as though the cancer was more important to the physician than to herself.

As rhough she was playing a harmless game where she found the cancerous lump. yet ir
nil1 was hiding tiom the doctor. This game of hide and seek made sense ro Frances.
Perhaps the conrirmation of the cancer scared her. and until it was identified by a doctor its
presence was hidden or imayinary. Maybe tbr Frances it was a Qamewhere she snickers as

she played dong with what medicine dictates. already knowins what medicine has not told
her yet. Thls seems but one way to create a space tbr herself in a medical synern that
overpowers. dictates and dominates people (Gadow. 1996). Instead of choosing conflict she
created a reality where she placated the medical establishment by letting them think they
know about her and about her i1Iness. Frances' physician had not even told her she was
dying. t-et she h e w she \bas. Perhaps dying is ilot inextricably linked to a diagosis. It was

as thou& Frances herself was at a point of lookins at dying "So he said I have good news

and bad news for you.. . . The p d news, I don't know what the g o d news was. But the

bad news was that it was qzessive.. . . And the good news was what the heck was the g o d
news? I think it hadn't spread into the lymph ylands" (Frances =I, p.9). Can there be good
news'' Because cancer had not spread to Iymph %landswas a person supposed to feel better
about habjng cancer? It seems to me that a person would stilI be affected by the diagnosis

and that it would be difficult to see the sood side. =\s though again it was yood for the
doctor. good because of the progosis, good because of the physiology of the ceIl gowth.
But was it any better for Frances'? She had difficulty remembering the good news; the news
ot'che cancer being present in her body was primary in her thou&s.
Frances was admitted to acute care and then long-term care during the course of this
research. Because Frances was no longer in her ONTI home I was required as previously
determined, to request access to her to continue with the research process. This approval
was s k e d of physicians who assumed the role of primary caregiver in institutional settings.

In ;tn attempt to requa continued conversations with Frances. 1was tofd by the doctor's
nune that the physician was 'not too pleased' with my research. He never permitted me to
follow this parient. Frances and 1 only had one conversation.
This upset me and continues to leave me feeling yuilty and helpless. [ wonder if I

should have been more assertive in my requests- I questioned why I might be denied access.
I qursrioned the authority ofa physician to deny a patient's gory. M a t were his issues

about talking about dying? What were his assumptions about conuol? What were mine'! It
was easier for me to assume the physician could deny me access than to defend my beliefs

in this research. and what the research means. I rationalized I had enough data yet that
placed little value on the relationship I had with Frances.

Is a person not dying or palliative until a doctor says they are? Instead of pointing
finsers, or questioning the physician's motivations. think This circumstance still can be
examined within a Iarger context, a context that concerns the power of words. The
physician did not encourage my discussions about dying with Frances.Could it be he was
uncomfortabie talking about dying? Could he have been concerned about the feelings. and
emotions that may come up for Frances? .At times we care1essly utter phrases. sentences

and yreetings to which we yive little thought, underestimating their power. Then at times
we are sensitive to the power or tasting effects that words have. N3at about dying makes

people Fear talkins about it" -4s though talking about dying should only occur at certain
moments in a person's Life'' Perhaps by a~oidingdiscussions of dying we continue to be
oblivious to our rnonaiity. Or perhaps not taking ailows us to s h around rhinss that are
difficult. But does this make it any less difficult for the person who lives knowing the end

of ihtir life is near?
Part of dyin_r for Frances involved her physical beins. She had underzone many
surgeries hat forever changed her and her body. She would not iiie with the body she was
born with. Rather she had tissue removed. a breast cur away, and a nee! rod piaced in her
thigh "in case my leg broke-:"(Frances $1, p.3). It was a challenge ro know how these
illnesses affected Frances when she was first told of & e n now they seem secondary. -4s
thou@ they were small tokens to pay to remain alive. When a person is told they have a
terminai iIiness maybe losing parts of a body is less scary than losing your life.
Frances was not oblivious to how the health care system works. Llke others she
focused upon what is done. -to fix her'. She told how she recently had five or six radiation
trezrnems. and how years before she had nvenry-nine radiation treatments for the same

cancer in her breast. She had been tested. probed, had radiation surgeries. therapy. been

fined for support braces, yet she commented that as far as the cancer -'they can't do much".
Perhaps we pass on to people the grand lie. The lie that tells how everything can be fixed.
Broken bones can be set. amputated limbs can be repIaced with prostheses. failing hearts
can get new vessels to pump blood. 'They did a lurnpectomy on the ri@t...I was sorry
afterwards that t didn't have it all off.. . then it spread over here.. and then they found a
spot above my knee here. .4nd they operated and put a steel pipe inside my thigh bone"
(Francesl. p. I). For Frances it was as though the cancer was invading her body. Moving
tiom one part to continue and invade anot!!er limb. She mapped the traveled route in her
body. .As though these were places and not parts ofwho she .was. It becomes about how a
person is able to distance themselves tiom their bodies. Perhaps it is this separation this
perspective that permits a seemingiy objective account of the experience. I question how
she could be objective yet her words still show her attempts: -it spread over hrre'. The 'it'

is cancer yet why does the name not come up3 With the word cancer. Iike the word dying,
the prososis. zeaunents. Imqes, nepative thou&ts and emotions surfice. With Fmces. it
was as though not saying the word cancer might perhaps keep the demons at bay.

This was how she made sense of what was happenins inside her, in the spaces and
places s h e could not see. There is an invisibility to cancer. Frances would never see 'it'. her
enemy. her invader. her cancer It s m s on a microscopic level before the human eye, or
medical equipment can Jerect smcer's presence. 4 0 w hat it was \\ittun Frances she used

terms and words ihat make sense For her. I would doubt if she knew what her m a r iooked
like, if she couId recount the position and placement of the tumor. if she has ever seen a

cancer cell. Yet she grasped the severiq of her reality, what was happening in her body, if
only metaphorically.
She used words that have been bestowed upon her as she needed to understand

cancer. It became part of her and she needed to make sense of it. -Lumpectorny'. 'spot'.
how did she come to use these words? She has assumed this informarion from people who
help her interpret what is happening inside her body. Xo longer did she have sole
knowledge of her body. Radiologists. nurses. physicians. chaplains. therapists. and unit
cIerks interpret her reality. They have given it a name, a name that has particular meaning
for each person. For the chaplain it may mean another visit, for the physician it may mean a
poor prososis. for the nurse another patient. the therapist a reminder of her uncle's death.
Each has J perspective and an interpretation unique and common. We share the l a n 9 a ~ e
with patients and clients and teach them our professional diction. We instruct as though
these words were the only way to make sense of what is happening.
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Chapter Five: Seeing Other Vistas
The emerience of dving
It is only possible for me to detail some of what might be included in the experience
ofdying. These notions are not just the products of my beliefs and histop, but come fiom
the meaning created in conversations with the live peopie who had terminal illnesses.
These people shared openly and helped me better undemand what might be going on for
people in this stage of' life. ;\r present, like Caputo ( 1487)encourages, 1 am in the flu and
the play. This is not m easy place to be as I doubt and quession my assumptions. h e
people's stories. and how dying can be understood. It is particuIariy challenyiny to write
these imerpretarions in ways that will enlighten and expand how we think about &in& and
to see these interpretations as being possibilities for others. Pan ofthis task includes
tiamins these views within the zeneralized ideas about dying that society holds. The
societies in which we are embedded influence and aKect the experience of dying.
Understandins these influences helps us see bigger horizons. In order to ~vritethis in a
soherent fashion.

[ ~ b i I ipresent

themes about what may be pan ot'thr dyiny experience.

Conversations about dying often circle and overlap back into conversations about
living because living and d y i n ~are in constant motion. They are perperuaIIy pivoting and
tlowing together. When one assumes foreground the other slips to the background. As one
is elevated to the spotlight the partner is close but hidden They are more dike than
different. How can w.e understand living without dyiny? HONdo living and dying co-sxist'?
How does a person live with the knowledge that [hey are d?in_o?. b e living and dying
separable? Can they be separare? The stories people told me exempIitied the deiicate dance.

tVe talked about dying and deatb we talked about livina and we talked about the spaces
between living and dying.

Inevitable destinv
-'It's something we dI ga to Eicc. No way out o f it. but a couple of words is inevitable destiny" (William $1. p.29). When William fim said these words I gave them
very lirtle thought and moved quickiy to the question that was ready in my head. It is in

some ways disappointing not to be able to ask William more about this idea of inevitable
destiny and what meaning it holds for him. Xs I continued wirh the other con~ersationsI
was surprised at how often I rerumed to these two simple words. The term inevitabie

destiny niceIy captures different aspects ofdying. Dying can be an experience- which is

common to all humans - life's inevitabiliry. -And ~ i r h i nthis common experience tbr those
that appreciate. and look for the difference. the individuaI destiny for people can also shed

light on what it means to be dying. They are different bistas tiom the same room.

Few of us relish chinking about the moments of our dying and death. At times we
may ponder our dying and even romanticize how it may occur. I say romanticize because

our thouats can only be suppositions about what may occur in our tinal moments. Movies
and television otten ponray the dying in unthreatening ways where the pain ofdying is

masked. and conversations leave nothing unsaid (Kastenbaum 300I). I think of this
because although we may think about dying, 1 wonder how reasonable or tellins these

- - but b e l w this
thoughts <anbe. tVe live in jociav that may ounvardy discuss Jvinc
surtice can niII be found fears. worries. and foreboding about this life event (BerFman
I33 1: Kastenbaum 100 I ). .As stated earlier, I have men come to wonder if we can question

our persond deaths unrif we are piaced in the comm of dying There seems to be a

temporal distancing, thou* often unconscious. that make us think our brief giances are
enough.

I continue to fall into this trap of security by believing this research is about five
panicipants or something that happens to other peopie -but it is not. Ifthere is an
unspoken distinction, or distancins of people with a terminal illness, Wiliiarn's words
seemed to pull them back into the fold of humanity. He reminded me that there can be no
distinction. we all have the same fate and we all wilt face death. Distance ffom
understanding dying does not evade. but only postpones the inevitabilitv of facing this
reality for ourselves.
With the development of science and technology has also come a false sense of
poser over dying c Kastenbaum 200 I ). Our society has expectations surrounding medicine.
health care. and about tixing our bodies and medicine's ability to heal us. We 30 to doctors
to relieve symptoms. to eliminate discomforr. and to make us heaIthy again. We have
expectations about the power of blood tests. X-rays. MEUS. CAT scam. medicines. and
ueaunents. These expeaarions speak more to evading disease and illness than
understanding how it affects our lives and the meanings they hold. 1 do not susscest this is
wrong rather acknowled~ehow this t k m e of mind intluences our perceptions of dying.
Wiiliam reminded me that medications. chemotherapy. radiation, herbal treatments. prayer.
exercise. healthy dias and reguiar medical check ups will not prevent our death. There is
no .say out J < J y i y . Qlen we jo inuicxely tvrtde &s ;lorion df&in_uivith ~hese
expectations of medicine, what happens when we are told there is no cure -told your death
is inevitable?
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When we talked about dying, Frances also told me. "It's something that's inevitable"
(Frances $1, p. 14). Inevitable. this word says little about the nearness of fate. I have an
assumption chat knotving you will die soon is different than the knowledge that death is
inevitable. -4s I sit and think I have many ideas about death and dying. Yet for me. there
remains a yap bemeen thou_Pts and my reality of death. I am cognizant ofthis as I think

and write yet I was not aware of this subtle belief until I listened to the conversations again
and again. What I found interesting was how oilen the participants expressed these
statements to me in tones that suggested I misfit not have assumed this to be true. -Tor

-voodness sakes we can't live forever you know." said Frances (p. 10). md I wonder if my
questions inadvertently distanced me tiom them or assumed I would not be in their
position. I was askiny the questions about dyins as though I had no knowledge about what
this misht be like. Don't I bring a perspective about dying? The participants seemed to

narrow this yap between the 'us' that are living md the 'them' that are dying. It again
reiterates the perhaps-false line that we impose between people. Interestingly they do not

see or respect this lint: in the sand.

To say that the experience of dying is inevitable or ordinary seems contrary to how t
have come to understand or relate to people who were dying. It has been my assumption
that dyinq like birth, is a unique and special moment. I feel it is a privileged position for
me. a nurse. to be present during the moment of death. Yet as I *rite this, I see this
perspective leans towards romanticizing the experience. Dying can be painhl. smelly.
uncomibrtable and a distressing experience for individuals. .And perhaps by romanticizins
this idea of dying I am closing off to all that dying can be, by highii_ohrin_~
the 'nice' parts,
the -good deaths'. the 'sood conversations'. Does romanticizing dying somehow make it
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easier for observers'?Why does It make it easier for me? Does it deny the difficulty9 We
shy tiom the dificult. We like to undemand, predicr, and control. It is difficult to see
physical debilities. smell the odor of the body. or feel the dampness of the feverish skin in
dying. Caregivers offer care that is pailiative in nature and as the word palliative suaeas,
we cloak alleviate, and ease the severity of this pain and disease (Webster. 1979). Do we
also inadvertently cover or hide portions of what a person may be feeling because of our
zealous efforts to palliate? We bandage @mlywounds. we bathe and powder sweaty
bodies and dyins seems more neat orderly. and manageable. Dying is not neat. orderly. or
manageable.
"One thins about having cancer, nobody can do anythins much about it.. .It is
somethins that's inecitable" (Frances =I. p. 13-14). Frances herself placed the emphasis on
her dying She was able to make sense of her illness and her fate by placing it within a
context where death was not unexpected. or feared. Frances interpreted the reality of her
situation in a way that made sense for her. Again it seemed so easy to believe that Frances
bas deny ins the severity of her illness. This is ironic, when it was Frances (not the

physicians or nurses) who believed she was palliative and dying.
"JVeU you know there are millions of people on this eanh and they are a11 yoins to die
everybody does it. Some sooner, some later" (James $2. p.26). James made sense of his
dying by believing his death was inevitable and also predetermined. This way of looking at
life in some ways tieed him of responsibiIiries or ownership. Not that he was uninvolved or
acceptins but instead he ma): lessen feeling of g d t or responsibility because ofhis belief
in destiny. The belief in destiny was not random it was purposefir1 and gave him choices
about how to live.

James: Life is important but you have to be realistic too.. .you have this. You're
going to die. Well I say I'm sixty-seven years old.
Gail: That's when it's okay to die. at siq-seven?

James: Huh?
Gail; Is it okay to die at sixty-seven?
James: Lots of people do.
1
Yes. Do you think its diierem if your twenty-seven?
lames: That's the span of years that you are alloned and that's all you're going to
get.
Gail: So do you believe that somebody has our date upstairs?
James: I believe that the minute you are conceived that your date is set. How Ions
you are going to be here, what you are soins to do. 1believe in that
whole-heartedly (James $2. p.20).
Dying for James was a destiny, a predetermined fate %omwhich he could not escape.
Indeed he does not try to escape or alter his course in life. For him. it was a part of dying

'You don't want to 30 through it. Just like you don't jump off a ten story buiIding.. ..You
don't know how long you'll last that's the secret. Yobody knows what's in sore for them
so why cry about it" (James $2, p.26). lames placed dyin_noutside of his gasp, in a context
beyond his control and I wonder if there was passivity towards his fate. As though be dves
control (and with it the requisite responsibility) to a higher power. It could also be that for
lames this attitude was realistic when h e his fate was uncontrollable.
Spirituality is a theme that seemed to be woven into the narratives of dying. For
Chstinr it was represented as a devote faith in a God. for James it was less defined, like an
abstract beinn that controlled the lives and claimed the sods of humans at its discretion. For
James his spirituality has now been diverted tiom what is tau& in traditional Christian
reiiyion. He said "I believe there is a _geater being in conuoi of us, but so much that's
preached in church and that, I've got second thoughts of it' (James. $2, p.2T). When the
idea of spirituality emerged it seemed to be linked somehow to this sense of destiny: a
belief in some higher power that determined a persons fate and life expectancy. Like

science. religion and spirituality fa11 under the analyzing gaze ot'critics. -Faith makes its
way in the dark seeing through a $ass darkly. and it is genuine only to the extent that it
acknowledges the abyss in which we are all situated the undecidabitity and ambiguity
which engulfs us alI" (Caputa, 1987, p.28 1). In Caputo's view spirituality otlen actempts to
stabilize the uncertainty of life. [n the context of living and dying, spirituality risks offeriny
answers to monaiiry in rerms that exclude all other forms of knowing and claims to
illuminate these dark and unknown phenomenon.
M e n the topic of God or spirituality was discussed in conversation f remembered
Caputo's warnings t 1937).James in particular seemed ro live this endins of his life with
passive attitudes. .As though his belief in a high power absolved him of the responsibility of
dying. His date was already set and there tvas nothing he could do that would alter this
destiliy. 1 do not suggest this was wrong but is rather another example of how meanings of
dying are variable. James' story emphasizes how not all people see death as something to
be combated. or confronted. Perhaps tsjth in a higher power akYects dying. Maybe with

convictions of faith. dviny is interpreted as an event tvithout being met by resistance.
Retlecting on a life that has been lived
Death and d!in_p are kequently placed in the metaphorical circle of life. Where
seasons. generations and Iives are understood 3s travelling tiom birth with its newness and
anticipation around to the inevitable process where this season. this seneration and this
iife ends cK~stenbaurn200 11 Kubier-Ross. i509,t T;re ;>cl* ~onrinuesas ;lew seasons.

new generations and new peupie enter into this never-ending circle. i have shifted my
understanding of &is perpetual motion. It seems more appropriate to say that a person-s life
involves a circlins and re-circiing and re-circling. \Ve are not limited to one turn of this

-

wheel. Dying involves living and living involves dying. It is said that we cannot turn back
the clock and live again. Perhaps this is pragmatically true. The conversations I have had
with people who are dying challenge not only how livine and dying are interconnected but
also how it is possible to re-live in different ways.
Each conversation that I engqed in had portions devoted to the person's family,
interests. and history. .At tirst I relegated these notions to supertluous commentaries. When

I became submerged in the data 1 began to see. these e.xpressions could not be ignored.
They were detailed passionate, and looked to be connected to each person. Telling about
our daily li~es.our past. and our dreams is part of dying iBenner & Wrubel. 1989: Cdlanan
& Kdley. 1092; KIeinman 1988). [t seems difficult to imagine 3 person would change

completely when thy were faced with their nearins death. Our pasi and our history help to

shape what we are. and how we understand. This notion may not be new. Still these
impressions. although seemingly obvious. did not come quickly or simply for me. I may
have thought them at different moments. but it was oniy after being with. mulling over.

sortins out. and making sense of all the stories that I returned to this possibility.
People's narratives have been receiving attention as there is a move toward a

ponrnodemism id& that values understanding human perspectives (Frank, 1991. 1995;
Klelnman. 1388; Youns-Mason 1997). When a person articulates their stories. they open
and create meaninss that disease and illnesses have in their lives. -'The illness narrative is a
stay the patient tells, and significant others retell. to give coherence to the distinctive
evems and long-term course of suffering*'(Kieinman, 1988, p.49). In my pracsice I have

heard such stories and. as I anticipated. the five participants also recalled stories where

meanings of dying were exposed. But their stories also had pomons that appeared

segmented fiom the meaning of dying. .As we entered into conversations about past lives I
wondered how or if these stories spoke about the dying. experience. In order to make sense
of these stories t needed to reposition my thinking and my listening. -At times I heard in the
life stories. very little about dying. Kleinman (1988) explains how the elderly in particular,
. . kquently weave illness experiences into the apparent seamless plot of their
live stories. whose denouement they are constantly revising. In the terminal
phase of life. looking backvard constitutes much of the present. Things
remembered are tidied up. put in their proper place. re-thought and equally
important. retold, in what can be regarded as a story rapidly approaching its end
Cp.50).

hly interpretation of these stories is subtly shitied tiom the perspective suggested by
KIeinrnan ( 1988). Perhaps this explains my concern 35 I read transcripts that seemed
irrelevant. I do not believe these stories reflect just a rememberins or rethinking of life for
the purpose ofunderstanding dying. They dealt with people's histories and lives too
passionately Relevance became obvious when I understood that dying rrnd Iiving were nor
separate.
Histories of people's lives were dominant aspects of every research conversation.
CMstine talked of how she and her family moved tiom the United States. slowly
abandoning heaw possessions like sewing machines, and how cattle and horses were lost
on the ions journey to northern Canada She remembered the details of how her younyer
sister was buried dong the trail, and how years later the gave was not found, because it
had grown over and become part of the prairies. Hank told of the dificuit years as a
newl!ved when a fke destroyed their family home. He continued to explain how shortly
alter he erected the new home it was again destroyed this time by a tornado. James and

Fmces told stories of their careers and t'ami1y. also set when they were younger.
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In WilIiam's case, storytelling served to solidifir his role and conm3utions to the
community. =\s thou& by telling the nories he wouid live on. It could be that not just
William but the stories about his homestead his fmily. and his life as a younger man
would live on. The stories were situated in the disrant past and made me wonder if William
was reliving the years that had sone by. He did not seem to lono, tbr these times. but rather
basked in the life the stories held. -And he seemed content to hear his voice and know that
someone was hearing him hearing the srories. Stories and traditions have lost a place in
today's society We are motivated by the shiny. bv the modem by the fast. tit and recent.
Yesterday's news interests few. as we move towards what is new today. Technology has
made immediate Jccess an expectation. We no longer wait to hear news tiom relatives. we
'log on' and our mess3es arrive in moments. -4s we move fonvard. the pm and the old
are being forgonen. We live a pace that has no rime for stories oniy information.
With dying it seems important for peopie ro re11 the stories of their lives. .As thou& it
defines and solidities who they were. who they are and who others will perceive them to be.
Could dvins be a phase in a person's life tbr reflection'' It may be part, but it seems to have

a greater role ihan merely an accounting for the past. Perhaps history defines the experience
of dying as much as the present. .khumans we are consandy evo[ving gowing and
changing This process does not stop with a terminal diagnosis. Part of who we are is
included in our past md our history. The storqtellers change and evolve as well. as we retell
the past and the stories, aeatirg new meanings. Each person seemed eager and at ease
when they told these stories and I questioned how many people had actually listened to
them. So often stories of the past are quickly passed over. or ignored in favor of the hereand-now details. 1expected to hear the here-and-now daails of dying. I szrugged because I

had expected to hear about dying placed in che context of the present. My notions about the
e~perienceof dying did not piace the same emphasis upon the past. Somehow history has
its own place in the story of what it means to be djing today.
Is it possible that I looked at dying as an experience that was separate fiom living,
separate tiom our history and who we were7 This assumption is dificult to face as I now
see my perspective was often narrow. and didn't encompass the bigger horizon of a
person's history Have I come to understand dyin~without truly accounting tbr the histov
that moved 3 person to this point''
[n the process of dyins people are still in the process of redefining themselves.
understanding who they are, and how chey live. This idea of reminiscing and n o ~ e l l i n g
makes me think of how peopie are constandy creating meaning in their lives, meanings of
their life and meaninus
- of their dying and death. .As though these stories are monuments
that telI of the enduring sienificance of their life. Stories may be told to keep the person
alive. Alive and active now as they become debilirated. and alive in the memory of others.

If norl;telling is a way of creating meaning in a person-s life then what message do we
convey when we hi1to truly listen? Listening to jtoriss otten gives us a way of knowing
the person but they may also be valuable cools to understand a person's particular
e.upcrience ofdying. This is not only background data or demogaphics (which nurses
readiiy accumulate for the purpose of assessment) but information that conveys how a
person's life has been Iived. W e n we listen onIy for the purpose of 'intbrmation sathering'
could it be possible that we are isnorins how hisrory and the lived life of the penon
influences their inrerprerations ofdying'? Are we denying people of the ability to express
their individuai experience and rneaninss of living and dying? I had expected to hear about
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dying, and about today. Yet history has an equal place in the story of what it means to be
dying today.
"You kinda trv to be ~reuared"
Years of nursing have taught me that people often go throu& a process of
preparation. I used to believe this was a way of lettins go where good-byes were said
financial matters and funeral plans were completed and the person was close to accepting
the inevitability of their death. So when Hank and Christine commented on their readiness

to die. I initially felt I understood what they were telling me. Their stories contained words
that resonated aith what I already understood. The): were teiiiny me words I had heard
betbre Was I listening? Our understanding of what it was like to prepare to die should
only be starting points. Points where Ne understand what being prepared might mean.
Points where we must travel forward beyond assumptions to clearly see sverjthing
preparation entails for these people. The narratives revealed more than my initial
assumptions.

Hank started our cowersation by telling me "I'm getting everythins all set and ready
in case I die" (Hank 41. p. I). 1 did not doubt his go?. rather I was captured by how he was
refling me his story. He continued "In most cases when people sell their stuff they altvays
need it back. So this is going to help me get the cure" ( H a M l . p I). I continued to tind
myself-gappling with what seems a convoluted notion. It is as though Hank was planning
or preparing in hopes of a day that wouId never come. -4s though his actions stalled death.

Here. I tbund a tendency in myself to rely upon catesories and timeworks to interpret his
words. Sly ability to understand was momentarily mopped as I naned to read Hank's story
with sonclusions about facing reality. bargaining and denial.
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For Hank, selling his car, musical equipment and treasured fiddles was one way he
faced his death and hoped for a cue.41usic and his fiddles in particular had always been
important in Hank's life and he took geat pieasure fiom playing for the enjoyment of
others. He reiated how when he was receiving therapy in the hospital he played the fiddle
tbr the other residents, "and we played for two and a half hours. There were people dancing
in the lobby and in the rooms, and all over the place" (Hank$1. p.9). i n e n Hank told me
he had sold his nvo tiddles 1 remember feeling disbelief. - i t tint all I could think of was
how perhaps he would enjoy his days more if he kept his riddles and played them. What a
loss I thought this must have been for Hank a loss that seemed self-imposed and
preventable. Jfaybe t felt this way because t did not share his hopes and beliefs. These
actions did not seem rationale but Hank's energy and passion made me see that these
actions made sense and were very rationai for him. It was 3s thou* preparing for death he
challenged death. .As thou& he mi@ have some control over mortality.
This idea is less convoluted as I consider how we attempt to avoid bad painful. or
messy rhinys in our life. We try ro prepare for what is beyond our control. We purchase
insurance hoping tires will not burn our homes. thieves will not seal our possessions.
injuries will not happen at work. and our cars will not be in &c

accidents. Is it a leap to

then believe that -paying the price' and @tin3away things of personal value will prevent
death tiom coming? Preparing for death is as much about control as it is about dying. it is
human nature to shy from uncertainty and as a r e d t , many of our actions attempt to
control variacIes in our lives. We choose careers. mange our days and plan for rhe % w e .
i k l y not try io conml dying? CouId being prepared offer control to wodds that are

uncontrollable"

In our second conversation Hank's words rernind me that I am sharing a person's
s t o c only at particular moments. Being prepared to die occurs moment by moment.
.Arriving at a place of preparedness is a process that never stops but constantly changes in
personal meaning. In our second conversation Hank talked less of his hopes and the sale of
his belongings. Instead he related with a sense of pride that his financial and hneral
arrangements were recently completed. "If you didn't have things ready for your wife. for
your kids. for your family, it would be quite a load on your mind. You know. there wouId

be something you wish you could have done" (Hank 12, p. 11). Readiness for death had
taken on 3 different meaning in Hank's Iife than the 5rst time we spoke. It was more &out
preparing for others, for the redity of his death. ihan before. Preparins to die escapes
definition. It changes and transforms itself according to circumstance. What it means ro
prepare today is different ihan it is tomorrow Like the tlux it may move and change in an
instant.
People may redetine what preparing to die means but for Hank and Christine its
presence remained a constant in their Lives. Christine lived with this perpetual sate of
readiness 'You !sow it's coming you just don't know when You kinda q to be prepared"
(Christine =I. p.5). One of Christine's passions was her interest in history and g e n e d o 9

Years nad been consumed with updating h i l y histories. tracking distant reiatives and
chroniciin~the lives and impact of her ancestors. Christine prepared for dying by keeping
scrapbooks and family photos updared for her chiidren and grandchildren. I had the sense
that if a picture of a relative were found roday, it uiodd be pasted into the album berbre
tomorrow. To be prepared at all times makes me wonder how dying might always be in a
person's thoughts. b i n s is something of which they are aIways conscious.
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For Hank this consciousness alleviated anxiety and lessened his fear of death. Being
prepared made him wonder how others can be f e h I of dying. "'They are not ready to die
yet, they really want to Iive till they are one hundred and we don't always set that chance

you know. So I would suggest to anybody that you try to be prepared at all rimes" (Hank
2,p. I I). Christine did not mind this constant reminder that she was nearing the end ofher

life. it morivated her. It compelled her to continue to Iive and be active. These tasks of
preparation kept Chstine active and heizhten her sense of purpose. For Christine being
ar the end of her Iife but keeping up. and says
prepared to die was nor simply slowing d o ~ n
not only something about how we chose to die. but how i b r chose iO live.
For me. preparation involves action. Conversely, the dying process involves physical

changes that Iimit and continc the body's ability and aovemmts, 1 was reminded of this as
t Iooked at Hank. no longer able to walk and at Christine whose breathing became labored

as she crossed the room. Preparation is driven by actions - things that need to be done,
controlled defined. and completed. Our culture values the ability 'to do' and setting ready
to die aIlows people to claim to undertake or even accomplish specific tasks that are not just

beneficial for ihernselves but also for others. It keeps rhem with the -rest' of society. the

l i ing
~ the bus);. the active. Preparation gives people direction and purpose.
Following this line of thou&t. preparing to die is expected of people who are dying.

There is a generalized notion that this is a n d e d and necessary step. ~ i t hthe tlip side
being denid. [fa person is not actively preparing to leave this world they must be denying

the inevitable. Interestin&. 'healthy' individuals duck and weave issues of death, yet we
expect hose who are dying to face what we cannot - our osn mortdity. .Although this
assumption is unspoken it exists, and I believe it accounts fbr how quickly Hank e.plained

he was 'getting ready' It was as tho*

he was telling me what I wanted to hear. or knew

what tasks a dying person should do. There is also an assumption that preparing for death
signals acceptance of death. As bystanders do rve expect people to be prepared and accept
death to quell our comfort? if readiness has dlusions of control, activity, and decreasing
anxiety about dying, does it hold the potentid to make dying more comfortable for
everybody'.'
This desire to be prepared to die was motivated not just for the individuals themselves
but dso rbr their families, friends and loved ones. I believe Hank arranged his will and
money matters to relieve his family of :his bxress when he dies. In Hank's life his roles of
husband and father included: teaching his children, directing the family's future. working
md earning money to suppon the family. By prepaying hneral costs. setting up crust hnds.

and manging his fbneral Hank was conrinuing to maintain his caregviny role in the
family. When he dies he wouid no longer be present to mppon help and assist his family.
It must be paink1 to know that you cannot help loved ones during dificult times, even if
h s painful cime is because you have died. I wonder about the difficulty in knovJinghow

your death will affect people you love. Could people who are dying feel g i l t or a
resconsibility towards friends and relatives'' Death is often anticipated and received with
sadness. and upset. It seems naive to not know hou your death rvouId impact those around
you. Perhaps being prepared also is one way that people -qto lessen this grief and assist
their families after they are gone.

Houing- .
Hope is a common theme within literature on dying. It has been objectified,
romanticized. theorized and even quantified. (DufauIt & Slartocchio, 1985; levne, 1994;

Lamm. 1995; Neckolichuk Ievne & braguire, 1988; Stoner, 1988). -4s listened to the

narratives of dy ing I also heard stories of hope. -4giin I effonIessIy slipped into an
understanding based primarily upon my beliefs. and assumptions. .Although dificult to

admit. I have assumptions about how the process of dying and the idea of hope influence
one another. Prognosis, q e , spiritual beliefs, diagnosis influence my thouyhts and have
tones of judgement. The question should not be. bur often becomes. whether hopes are

present. possible or even realistic. It is here that h e notion of hope enters imo an arena of
doubt and debate. where the persons meanings are questioned. This results in dichotomous
camps of acceptance or rejection.

.As I think about hope it seems that \\herher it is ~eneralizedor particular. it is
frequently interprered as apposing or denying death. When f was a nursing nudent. I

remember learning ideas similar to these: "despair only retards healing, hope only enhances
it. .hxiet): and despair can be

lethd. confidence and hope are life-giving.. XQ matter the

prognosis. no matter the realities always encourage a person's hope" (lamm, 1995, p. 129).
We accept that when death is imminent hopes change. Peopie hope for a good death. hope

to Iive long mou& to see distant children or hope for time-limited desires. Is it rationd for
these hopes to change because after all, isn't their battle M n s t death hopeIess" 'There is

no hope for this. There are no veaunents here, no. I have to set this constipation cIeared up
it's the only treatment I am setting here. and some painkiller and thing to keep me

comhnabie. That's a11 thev are ab[e to do here. Keep me comforrabIe" (WilIiarn S , p.5).
h'illiam-s comments lead me to thinking about being hope-less. People are ofien seen as

-

being hope-kss when they seem to give in. Qive up. or sjve way to their fate. Yet William
had not given in, up. or way to dying. He was not hopeless and ready to die. Rather?hope

tbr a cure did not become part of how he understood the experience. So the presence and
the lack of hope yenerates multiple meanings of dying. William did not quickly relinquish
life because he did not hope for a cure. Neither does he -go quickly unto that dark night'

He chose to live with his inevitable destiny something that was not necessarily accepted but
neither was it feared.

Hank's hope was very obvious in our first conversation. Hank felt that prayer, use of
herbal therapies and selling his possessions where anions that would cure him. Hope
directs a person to improve their present condition iDufault & hlmocchio. 1985). Hank did
not passiveIy hope to be bener. rather he directs his money time and cnerz towards his
uItimate goal of improved health. A tension wrtices thou# between his hopes to change

his h e and his belief that he was dying. Hank told me he considered himseif dy iny. He
dso said he was hoping h r a cure. The medical worid had spoken words that painted a
hopeless picture. Ir was at this time that Hank looked away kom medicine towards
alternative therapies for the hope he was losing. There are many people who may look for
hope in treatments and beliefs that are not found within the ivaIIs of hospitals or the world
of empirical reason.
1 bund myself assuming that a penon's hopes were either more 'life encompassing*

or more htile. .As thou@ hopes at some definitive poin~in illness were drastically different

than when we are not conscious of m o d i t y It is as thouph hope when we are dying is
different than hope when we are living. Each person's meaning of hope serves different
purposes as people choose various ways to Iive with terminal illnesses. Hank's hopes for a
cure energized him to be active in his illness. to assume responsibility for his health. ".And
m+be there is a chance you see. So if there's any possibte chance it'll help I'm going to

take it and that's all there is to it" (Hank$1, p. 14). His hopes did not placidly sit at the
doorstep of medicine waiting to be addressed. Instead he claimed an authority over his
health, and his hope.
When 1 met Hank for our second conversation I couldn-t heip but notice the
differences in his physical condition, the setting and in his hope. Our second conversation
rook place in a hospital room. Hank was now paralyzed and docrors had told him he had a
month to live. He still told stories of hope but they were different. No Ionger were his hopes
-tiril' rather the stories were like repeated words that had lost some relevance and meaning
tbr him. The stories here concluded with "In my situation I think it's so far gone that it's
too much... . I hope I'm wrong" (Hank2,p.5j. It seemed that perhaps hope still lived
within him. but served a diRerenr purpose. I got a sense that for Hank to deny there was
some hope how ever small would be conceding the battle of life. Perhaps he 'hopes' for the
benefit of his family and fiends who are not at the same place in the process of dying.
Maybe he is saying what others expect him to say. that there is still a desire to live.

"5[v bodv*'

When I Listened to the language of those who were dying, I was reminded of how
often I arn ignorant of my body. how it cm-es me. and is part of who I am. The stories told
seemed to [el1 some common tales about our bodies. "People telling illness stories do not
simply describe their sick bodies; their bodies give their stories their particular shape and
direction" (Frank,1995. p.17). I had the sense that their bodies were like working
machinen. that wears afier time with disease, and can alter how we titnction in life. Hank
said. '-It feels like I am running out ofbreath' (Hank =3, p. 16). Christine said often she

feeis like she was "just running out of powei' (Christine =I, p. I). She continued "Some

days I am so tired I can hardly get around. My body is just bone tired.. .When my hem is
not working like it should, it's not getting the blood flow" (Christine $ 1 , ~ . 16). When I hear
these narratives I wonder about how difficult daily tasks must be. 1think about how
sensitive a person must be to every heartbeat, and new ache or pain. I think about how
running out of power or breath might be tiustrating, limiting and even scary. Is it possible
that peopIe resent these limitations. or is it possible that life like the physical changes has
also slowly changed. If a person is so tired as to be bone tired how is life curbedq James
reiates that perhaps he was more than tired "Well you don't have the strength and the
stamina to keep soing" (James. f 1.p. 16). Our bodies comain us. move us and are necessary
for physicai actions. This may seem a simplistic notion but what might James be feeling
wnen he doesn't have the 'stamina' to keep going'? How might he feel about this body? No
longer does Frances plan a day of shopping and visiting with any certainty that she will be
up :o the task. .As thou* she lived with her disease and the uncertainty that Foilows as well.

Life probably changes in many ways.

The stories of dying can be told through the particular experiences of the body
(Benner Sr WrubeL 1989; Frank 1995).The participants _naveme the sense that our
physicd body can serve to prepare us to die. I do not suggest that it is obvious but h e body
plays so many different roles in the continuum of i1Iness ( B e m a & Wrubel, 1989). It is as
though we are ignorant of it. Unconsciously demanding it to walk, sit, cat and sleep. [Ilness
changes this relationship when a physical emptom alerts us that it no longer can be
unconscious in our lives. The participants describe these life-changing moments. Christine
talks about times when her failing heart dramatically affected her rourine.

I went through a spell where, well, I just passed out I had no warning what so
ever, i just tlop. . b d I'd be all right, I didn't feel so good afterward but.. .And
this happened wherever I happened to be which was upsetting I didn't want to
go anyplace. because I didn't want to fall on the floor in somebody's house, or
in the store. or wherever (Christine +I, p.5).
She did not question the reality of a stammering body. It was a fact of her life. The
challen_~e
for Christine comes when she must retiain fiom activities. She explained the
hstrarions of not beins able to perform simple tasks, and how shortness of breath woke
her at ni&t. The tension comes when her reacrion to these physical limitations was
unexpected. She said, -9 didn't get upset" I questioned '9 think of things like fear, I think 1
might be 3 little scared about doing that again or what was going on. You didn't feel those
thoughts"" Christine replied "Yo. I don't think I did" (Christine $1. p.3). [ found it dificult
to believe what she was telling me. During the coune of our two conversations I came to
beiieve that Christine moved step by step, gadually to the place where her relationship
with her body changed. There were contradictions in her stoc. -it one point she said it was
upsetting and in another she said she was not upset. Perhaps they are about being upset at
diserent things. Perhaps it is upsetting to think you may collapse antwhere yet not
upsetting tvhen she thinks about the end of her life. Perhaps daily life and living with a
dyins body is as important as the hture and the moment of death.
Intluence of medical landscaues

.U1of the participants were Home Care clients. in ciose contact with their physicians
and a pan of the medical system. .As a result ofthis it was impossible to ignore the
intluence of health w e systems in their stories. These contexts influenced the people's

interpretasions and seemed to uncover assumptions, both tiom the storytellers and the
medical systems of which they are a part.
The relationships established between the storytellers and health care professionals
undoubtedly intluence these expressions of dying. At times the people accepted the roles
medical professionals played in their lives. They had been tau& ways to understand their
illnesses based on knowledge that was shared with them by these professionals. Medical
teminoiog was now a part of their stories. They used jargon like. biopsy. morphine
pumps, t2. progesterone. and cystoscopy. to develop and express their situation. At times
these types of words were included in their interpretation of their dying. How do these
intluences change the stories? I am alerted to this medical jarson because implicit in them
is a panicuIar way to find meaning in an experience. Medic31 words do not belong only to
prot'essionals. Television and media have brought this intluence and these words into our
day-today worlds. They become our words and new ways to use language to understand
what happens in and to our bodies.
Doctors are often shouldered with h e task of delivering news when cures are no
longer possible and dying is inevitable. James describes how doctors -'pass the death
sentence.' (James f 1, p. IS) as though he like a judse or executioner had the power to decide
who lives and who dies. Where would we get the impression that physicians have this
power'' Could this be a backlash from current ideoIo@es where physicians and health care

systems are thouat to have the ability to heal alL and cure all c Kanenbaum. 200 I)? It is
my impression from these conversations that the relarionships with physicians changed

once a palliative diagnosis was made. James and Hank in particular a-erehesitam and way.
S o longer did they look to medicine for answers and it was as thou@ the influence of

medicine somehow shifted. Dying became their realm and more intluenced by their
interpretations. James narrated one instance where he challenged his physician's
perspective and actions. '7 go to see the doctor and I'm in there and he's got wrote in my
chan -do not resuscitate', I look at him, and well I don't intend to die yet!" (James 32, p.7).
For James the reality of a terminal iIIness does not mean life is unimportant even if a doctor
may assume this.
W e n I heard Frances' story I thought about how her body became a battleground
with cancer stakin3 a claim, physicians counterins with sursica1 defense and bystanders
watching the action. The relationship between patienr and doctor seems different than the
other stories.

I don't know. it spread. they took the lump out. And they didn't take the whole
thing 3t first. The doctor did ask me before the operation.. . Do I want a
Iumpectomy or a mastectomy or a complete one? . a d I said wet1 reaIIy I don't
know. 1 have never thought about it. I said you're the doctor it's up to you I
mess. But anyhow atter I came to I had this Iumpectomy. Course my sister was
homfied. Take them off you don-t need either one of them. But anyhow she
was right iFrances $1. p.8).

-

I am in awe with the way the physician and isrer seemed to claim her body as
temtory. While involving Frances in the decision making. ultimately it was the surgeon
who entered her body and plucked the diseased portions. Perhaps Frances did not feel this
way. but For me her words captured Ehis idea of an invasion of her body. At moments 1
wonder if Frances cared as she gave power and control to the phvsician, to use his skills to
remove disease tiorn her body and cure her. I wonder what she would say to the physician
when she learned that the cancer had r e m e d . What did she feel when she looks at the

scars. the war wounds. and knew she was losing the fight-?Even her sisterjoined in this,
now public, debate. I think how difficult it might be to accept thar there was different

decision or another way to compete with cancer. There seems to be little regard for any of
the other possible ways Frances feels about h s cancer. this surgery, and this body as she
was dying. For Frances maybe this is not an example of passivity or relinquishing control
but speaks to the differing priorities in her life. In order to remove the cancer perhaps she
needed to allow the physician to make decisions and assume responsibility for her health.
The issue of power and control over your body may not seem important when the same
body needs the skills of a surgeon to possibly postpone dying. 1 also think about the energy
and control that is needed when we piace our face in he hands of another person. .Assuming
Frances was complacent shuts out seeing other possibie interpretations.
When Hank mentioned the role that physicians and the health care system played in
his life 3nd dying, he seemed to point to his need to conno1 and take charge of his life. As
though he felt it was his responsibility, and no health care provider would assume this role.
-4s I listened to Hank I had the impression that there was a Line that separated the health

professionals kom the consumers, or patients. I also had the impression that Hank did not
believe that the nbo youps shared the m e concern for che health of the patients. He told
how a therapist had encouraged physid therapy for him three times a day but nursing staff
was jo bury that his wife brayed all day to pertorm the tasks. Frustrations and a bit of anger

suniced as he told me that he believed he could have been w e d if only the physicians had
checked out his entire body for a recurrence and not only the old cancer site. I be_aanto
wonder how ir must feel to be so helpless in a system that has the power and often the
responsibility to diagnose and help peopie. How would ir feel to hear a doctor say "We

can't afford it, we haven't got the time? If =e went and checked everybody that's sot
cmcer for their next bout we won't be able to keep up. We can't do it" (Hank =3-. p.5)? He

seemed mildly misuusting. I say mildly because he was not agsessive

in his criticism of

the health care system, but it seemed to me that he wanted the health care system to
acknowledge that they were not always right or infallible. Hank listened and continued to
hope in the stories of others who were misdiagnosed or who outlived predictions. He
sounded more like a person who must live and was dependent on a system he did not
completely uusr. He also seemed indifferent to the traditional medical establishment.
judging and taking what resources and information he needed. Hank started using herbal
treatments when he had decided it was time to -work on this' illness. Non-traditional
therapies otter a guise of control for Hank.He was not as restricted by medical opinions,
rather he claimed the fteedom to make his own choices about dosages. types of treatments,
and decided what was best for himself. Has traditional medicine become so rigd that the
patient has less intluence about how to live and how to die'
Illness made Hank aim and focused upon how his body functions. He was aware of
the tiagile nature of his body. Hank's story reminded me how simple actions can mean
something very different for each person. The nursing nafFs directives and focus seemed
different from Hank's.He talked about the nurse that was caring for him that day. T h i s
lady was coughing right over me. working and coughing and I said I hope you haven3 sot
the tlu. .4h, she said. just a Little cou@ (Hank2.p. 6). .A little cough has a different
meaning when you are in bed and can't move or x e physically compromised.
Frances' self-knowledge informs how she understands the experience of dyins. Yet I
niIl hund myself quesrioning this self-awareness. I questioned her pailiative diaposis:
Was she dying'? Could she be in my study? -4srhough without a medicd diagnosis or label

a person could not relate their story ofdying -As we travel fonvard in our lives don't we all
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have stories about living and dying? Blood tests, diagnostics, CAT scans and biopsies
somehow add to the credibility of our illness stories. Medical measurements are definitive

and absolute compared to a person's self-knowledge, which is abstract and subjective.
There is favoritism for these objective ways of knowing, and when we deem them to be
more credible than persad accounts we are aiso saying something about who holds the
power and authority. But Frances re-captured this authority. She made comments that
suggested there was a myth of control for professionais. She asserted her opinions and did
not heed or care what othen said. She determined she was dying. She h e w she had cancer

of the breast before the doctor found the lump. She also knew she had an irre~iarlump on
her scdp. She had aurhority of her body. She understood what was happening in it, and to
It.

"I'm still tivinc'
[t is hard to pinpoint a moment in time where a person is d-ng. It is naive to think
that dyins occurs at specific times, with specific symptoms. Frances believed she was dyiny
yet no one had told her tfiis. and Christine commented that we are d l dying. .Are we talking

about the same thing? Dying is one portion of living and no one mi11 travel this road in the

same way. It is here in the present that the dance with living and dyinp appears most
intricate. It is as thou@ the dance of living attempts ro understand how to act and react with
the idea of our approaching death. Each person integrates dying into their livins how they
choose to do this is as individual as they are. tf you are dying, there are many ways to live
with it, and there are many aspects of this process that dso must find space in a person's

life. Dyins illness. and the symptoms these brin_eforth may not be weIcome. and they may
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not be conscious thoughts, but somehow these aspects change a person's life and are part of
the experience.
James told me how his illness and dying had become a reality of life, something he
tried ro live with. He did not emphasize his illness. He believed there was little he could do
to control his fate. We made comments like "Crying about it doesn't make life any easier"
(James $1.~. 1). "That's the way it is" (James gl. p. I). "Well everything changes your life.
Just it don't make it any better. To me it don't make it any worse" (James b1.p. 1 ) '-I'm still
living" (James s3. p. 16). 1 tbund myself quesrioniny attitudes that seem so accepting. But
what choice did James have? What would it jay if he did not accept this illness''
Interestingly, James chooses to live with this reality. For James LO continue with living
dying needed to be acknowledged, but not overemphasized. There seemed a tension

benveen what he was saying and what he didn't say. .As though maybe life was worse
because of his illness. Perhaps the tension was not in lames' words but within James
himself Maybe life was only worse if he allowed it to be'? .Uthou@ James has chosen to
live \kith his iilness in this way.
Some peopIe may read James' responses and wonder if he was denying the severity

of his illness, or ignoring a harsh reality. That is only one possibiiiry of how James was
findins meaning in dying. Perhaps James did not @vehis prognosis such influence. Perhaps
he made sense of dying differently. Somehow. this made sense tbr him now. Who are we to
assume we complerely understand his perspective'! -4s health care has attempted to
recaprure humaniaic elements, we have broadened our perspective to attempt to
incorporate more holistic approaches to client care (Phillips. 1997; brayer. 1989;klitchell,
1993. With this wave has emersed a re-focussing upon healthcare relationships and

communication about dying (Kanenbaum, 200 1;brayer, 1989). M y conversation with
James made me question if this approach was appropriate for everyone. James' life seemed
a delicate dance of living and dying where James determined their roles. When medical
settings, treatments. procedures and professionals become a pan of a person's life, does
monaliry become emphasized? He had not emphasized it.
Living with dying was expressed by other people in this research. Christine and I
discussed dying and I questioned how or if dying was a part of her life, something that lived
with her. She told how she did not let it overshadow her existence. It did not have a pivotal
role. Christine pointed out that the idea of dying was not something that she seems
conscious of It was thou& our conversation raised this notion to a place where she was
conscious ofir, and able to talk about it. .As 1 think about how people do not think of
themselves as dying, 1 consider that rarely do 1~hinkof myself as *living7.This research

study has raised the e-perience of dying to a place where it can be examined and observed,
but perhaps this is artificial.
Christine: 1 don't think about it, and I don't dwell on it. and I don't worry
about it. It's just something, well I know it's there and I know it's
coming but so what.
Gail:
Okay. This helps me because not everybody shares your opinion and I
think it's interesting the way you live your life knowing this.
Christine: IA-eIl, I don't know any other way to live. I'm not soing to sit down and
cry, and moan and groan and complain and. it only makes it worse. I
have too much to live for yet (Christine $1, p. 5).
When I first heard this comment I questioned how crying could possibly make things
worse'? 1 came to see that for Christine this was her reality, her way of understanding and
liviny with it. For Christine cqing did make it worse. This perspective then allowed me to
see that perhaps dying and what wiIl happen tomorrow are not worth worrying about today.
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Why would I assume they were? Why would I assume that crying and overwhelmin_pg i e f
were appropriate and expected responses to such news? Otten as health care professionals.
we encourage conversations about dying and death. Palliative care literanue tells us that
mourninq bereavement and anticipatory grieving are 'normal', and 'expected' (KublerRoss. 1969; Victoria Hospice Society, 1998). Tkus may be the case tbr some people. Yet I
need to remember that this. like all broad theories. is not true for everybody. I came to this
undemanding as I continued to hear how a palliative diagnosis and a person's illness did
not change people's lives as dramatically as I assumed.
"You've cot iO live with a little bit of ~ a i n "
James' experience of dying included living with the pain that accompanied his
cancer. For James pain seemed to be a constant reminder of his physical condition. -'.As
long as the pain medication is in balance [ live tiom day to day" (James +I. p.2). James
tries to place dying in the background, but daily. pain held the threat of moving it to the
foregound. So there seemed to be a tension. -4tension between how James coped with
dying and 3 disease :hat constantly reminded him of its presence in his !ife. Pain was
something he could not ignore yet he was not prepared to give in easily to its demands. '4
thought to myself. mister you're not going to last very long. You've got to live with a little
bit of pain.. .you have to fi~ht''(James k2, p. 13). He developed the idea that if he were to
give into the pain he would be d n r g p i and sleeping in a chair. This was not how James
wanted to live. This could be one reason why James feIt that he needed to 'fight' the pain.

and yet -live with it'. James was striking a balance benveen living with pain and his illness,
and pushing it to the background The use of pain medications in palIiative care has been
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emphasized (Librack 199 1; Victoria Hospice Sociery, 1998). ConuolIinl: and limiting a
person's pain reflects a commitment by care givers to providing comfort, and directing care
which is thought to improve the quality of a person's life. Yet if a person believes that pain
is something to be battIed or conquered wouldn't this affect their compliance and their use
of medications? Taking this a step farther- there needs to be an examination of how this
discomfort has meaning for each person From James' perspective the meaning of pain
could include this battle against the disease, not only a fight for life but also a tight for how
he chose KOlive his life.
James was very emotionai durine our conversations. While taking with him had the

impression that what he said did not always reflea what he felt. .kthou* his words only
momentariiy captured ideas. and there were many dityerent ideas to come. He seemed to be
new to these ways ofthinking and making sense of his illness. -4sthou* dying were a
process and how he understood his stov chansed fiequentiy. -4sthough he was forced to be

conscious of tbis tlux, his understanding of his life, his iIIness. and his reality.
. \ ~ i n gand dvinq

Sally Gadow has spent much ofher nursing career baking at the philosophy and
delivery of care in aging populations. Her work is thou&t provoking and she 6quently
questions socieq's views on nursins relationships. aginy and death. In her article. Xgng as
Death Rehearsal: Tie O~~ressiveness
of Reason i1996), she says qeism affects our
perceptions of dying She discusses how q e b i d s negative connotations because age is an

untvelcome reminder of our mortdiry. With age comes death. fhe eider the person. the
more natural and acceptable dying is thou@ to be. -.4gins becomes synonymous with

dying. The connection is concealed by normalizing rfte undrinkable. closeting death within

the meaning of aging' (Gadow, 1980. p.58). I felt the restraints of this prejudice while
doing this research and in my day to day nursing practice. When peopie question me about
this research they invariably take solemn tones. When I counter that the people have told
me stories that were quite positive. the response always questioned the age of the
participants. I found these conversations maddening. Both bystander's commentaries and
my emotional responses tell me something important abour how ageism and dying are
perceived.
The aee of the people in this study was not solicited. This was done with hopes of
limiting how the stories might be interpreted based upon their 3 e s . =Uthou@I do not know
the ages of the peopie with life threatening disease. I do know that each had -gay hair and
wrinkles. .Uthou& my desire was not to discuss how %e aBects the experience of dying, I
cannot ignore it. Their comments made this worthy of discussion.
Christine commented *'I know how old I am and I (laushing) know it's coming'
(Christine $2. p.2). Her comments struck me as pragmatic and rational. and I wondered
how she came to the vie\\ :hat dying was acceptable at a certain q e . Where would a person

-get svch an idea:' How would it Feel to believe that after a certain ape. dying would be
okay? I wonder if Christine's belief that dying was acceptable 'at her age' could be
intluenced by a society that values youth. .As though with qe.death becomes more
acceptable, Iess ofa Ioss. How does age affect our interpretations ofwhat d y i n ~means? At
what age is there a shift born what was not acceptable to the acceptabk? So is dyins about
age'?Some peopie may quickly draw this conclusion and determine that people are more

accepting of deadr as they become older. It is difficult for me to admit that this statement
does reflect the participant's beliefs. For Frances. age limits her options for treaunem and

cure. She is interested in media coverage of new trearments and therapies for curing cancer.
This interest and hope dampened when she remembered her age. "Then I think what do you
care at your age. I can't" (Frances, 41, p. 10). The older a person is. the less valuable,
dynamic. productive. and necessary they are thought to be (Gadow, 1990, 1996). ..Uthough
not blatantly stated, these values continue in a society that haives to fend off signs of
sagsing, wrinkling slowing and aging. =Uthough dominant. this is only one perspective.
For Christine and Frances the experience of dying was also p a n of what aging and gowing
old meant to them. It affected their perception and affects he experience.
Living on
It appears sentimental to say that p a p k who have died live beyond death. .4nd this

may be the case. But I feel there are a multitude of examples of how people impact our
society on an emotional level even after they have died. We do not have to journey t'ar to
see that people who have died continue to find a type of existence here among the iiving
( I c o n 1999). Statues of past heroes, _gavesites. memorials. che names of our roads. the
names of our building often honor people who have Iived: Lest we forget. They show us
the past; they show us their achievements, their mistakes. their lives humble, giorious, or
common. They leave us parts of themselves. The people in this hudy may never find their
likeness en-graved in Stone but they still leave monuments: These monuments are varied but
thev exist and re-cntbrce how we are all inter-connected in this world.

The idea of -living on' is my interpretation of the peopIe-s words and n a d v e s . For

me. it captures many ideas that may seem diverse. but converge on what haopens after the
moment of physical death. How we understand existence after death has, like the
esperience of dying multiple layers. There seemed to develop fiom the conversations two

ideas of 'living on'. Firstly that faith and spiritual beliefs generate meanings of living that
are not bound by this d

y world. Christine in particular talked about God, heaven and

dying as a transition to another place. 'Living on' in a Iife after dying on this earth Another
interpretation of -living on' has to do with the notion of how we leave monuments
3omething set up to keep alive the memory of a person" (Webster. 1979. p. 1 166) for other
generations. .Upects of people who have died are preserved in the minds of the living by
these monuments (Leon 1999).
The five people spoke objectivdy about their belief that death happened when the
body ceased to hnction. Somewhere in their words and in what they didn't say told me that
death and dyine might not be as finite as I had always thought. It is as though our physical

body may be m insignificant piece of who we are. as humans. We often define death as the
moment our heart stops beating and our lungs no longer propel our breath. Interestin_ely.

they talked about death and dying in this clinical way. yet their words also challenned and
seemed to move beyond this absolute.
When do you think a person is dying?
Gail:
Christine: %%en the hem stops beatins.
Gail:
So at that mornem, there's ...that wodd be a relatively
short time period.
Christine: in the winkling of an eye.
Gail:
Is when you die.
Christine: Yup (Christine 32, p.24).
Christine's comments opened up my understandings of dying. I assumed that dying
was a process of months or weeks or days. Christine imagined that dying occurred in one

brief moment. Is it possible that if dying is perceived to be one moment in time, it loses
significance in the geater scheme of a Iife of months, decades and years? If dying occurs in

a blinking of m eye, it re-focuses upon the Living up to this moment. Dying becomes not

onIy a physical event but an existential event as well. 'The twinkling of an eye,' these
words add the dimensions of the magical, and the mysterious.
It is possible that living can extend beyond the death of the body, just not in fmiliar
ways iteon, 1999; Lizza, 1999). Christine spent time considering her mortality and
integrating these ideas with her spiritual beliefs. Christian faith for this woman stressed the
ideas of soul rebirth heaven and afterlife. "I'm the only one that has a religion background
or, all the rest of my family they don't go to church. They don't belong to a church. What
have they got to look forward to when they die" (Christine, $1. p.3)? This faith made dying
tbr her an event that was anticipated with hope. Something to look forward to. She believed
she would -30over there' when she died as though it was a threshold to pass. or maybe just
a place different tiom where she was that day. -'There are evenings when it seems like he's
sitting there. I can almost feel him there. . h d I wonder if his spirit comes back" (Christine.

*1. p. 17). She had little uncertainty about the dying process. She did have uncertainties
about this afterlife.

Gail:
You think about him a lot?
Christine: O h all the time. I always want to tell him something, ask him something,
taik to him touch him.
Gail:
Do you still talk to him?
Christine: Yes. Yobody knows about it though I don't tell anybody. ..That's my
secret (Christine 31. p. 17).
She recognized that others may not share her views. Not everyone's views about
dying will mesh with what I have written. Society intluences, either consciously or
unconsciousl?;. how we live. What would the conversation have been if others knew she
talked to her dead husband? Why should this comforting idea be oppressed and remain
unspoken'? Perhaps this directs us to the influences of society and the dominant narratives
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about living and dyins. -4 faith in a life after death is nor a belief shared by all circles of
people. For Christine it was a secret. It was also something that impacted the way she
interprets living with a terminal illness. This secret (like many others I think exist) told me
about her experience of dying only when it was shared.
William brought up for me this notion of monuments when he talked about a project
he was planning in the community. He was aware that he would not see its completion but
wanted to be involved in the planning. I asked him if he thought this may be a way of
leaving a legacy. He commented. "Well. could be.. .Some man a lot more famous than 11' 1
ever be. he said 'S[y work is done my testimony stands' That's something to think
d harm" (Williambl. p.9). For William leading a good life
about...I've done more ~ o o than
seems to be a wonh\vhile monument. -4sthough with dyino he can reflect on Iife and
believe that orhers may remember him in a positive way. This idea of doing good in his Iife
was interesting because William had made numerous contributions to his community and a

buildinp was named in his honor. Perhaps it is modesty but it is also likely that how we are
remembered our connections and relationships with people are the p a t e n monuments. -'I
always figured that. that's my geatest achievement, was that I lived ti@

here tbr seventy-

six years and I was welcomed in every house-' (William+l. p.33). The photographs. albums

and poems Christine shared with me continued my thinking about how people can live
beyond death. Our memories are not erased when breath is gone. Christine's interest in
senealogy tviI1 sene as her Iegacy. "I keep scrapbooks and genealog and photograph
albums and ail that clippings... I made some books for my grand-kids. and my two
children" (Christine 41. p.5). Hank will continue to live in the memories of the wife he has
Lett. and the children he has raised. He talked about how he tau& his chiIdren values and

responsibility, qualities that are part ofthem now. '*Theimportance of lineage. the
biological continuation in subsequent generations. ensures a sense of ongoing existence and

being beyond one's death" (Leon, 1999. p.388). Somehow Hank and the others knew this
although they never explicitly stated such a belief in our conversation. It is sho~vnin the
actions that have lasting value and whose products tvill remain after they have sone.
The other v i s t a

In most instances the themes I expressed about the experience of dyin,0 are not new
Health literarure has discussed notions of history. preparing for death hope. and living with
dying. What is important for nurses and in some ways unique m this research is hot\ the

interpretations are examined in different ways. These interpretations do not lend themselves

to conclusions. Instead this way of understanding becomes important \vhen the individual's
personal experience- and meanings, are seen to chdlenge the taken for granted ideas we
have about the e~perienceof dying. The panicular meaninys farced me to shift my gaze.

Their perceptions of dying encoura2e not just revisitins common themes. but viewing them

from alternate angles and vantages. .Uthou@ the imases on the horizan may be the same.
shifting my position shows me other vistas.

Chapter S i r The Views Beyond
Just as there is no true beginning there is no true ending to the journey of
understanding the worId in which we live. .Uthou@ this particular research reaches its end,

like b@nnin_es. the points in rime are imposed in some ways. Imposed because the task
becomes one where some order must be restored, perhaps ardficialIy. to this continuous
process of understanding. This chapter looks to the horizons. the places where these new

understandings fuse with the horizons found within nursing education. research and
practice.
Eveqday. we look 31 our familiar surroundings. We focus on our daily tasks as we

prepare meals. care for our bodies. and look fotward to where we uavel. The horizons that
meet our y e s and the focus of our gaze changes tiequently. Sometimes these activities
have an unconscious quality and we do not dways appreciate what we see. or question

what is before us. Unconscioudy, we positian ourseIves in the world, in a doonvay, in a

kitchen in a bedroom of our house. on a road in a northern Canadian town in relation to

orhcr people or other places. Likewise rhese panicular stories of dying have a position
~ i r h i nwhat is known about dying. Included in these layers of understanding are part of the
horizons of understandins in nursing education. research and practice. The wries of Hank,
James, William Christine. and Frances provide ways to understand the experiences of
dyng. These stories push the boundaries and change. even if slightly. what was known

before these conversations. These chanees subtly redirect our gaze where we can see the

view beyond preconceptions of death.

Nursing education
Nursing researchers and theorists are presenting new ideas that reach toward new
horizons for nursing knowledge. They challenge not only our perceptions of illness, health,
and the person. but also criricaIIy question how these phenomena c x i ~
in the contexts of the

world in which we live (Liaschenko, 1997; b1cCormick & Roussy. 1997; Meleis. 1987;
Miller. 1997: Parse, 19951. This research has implications for nursing education because it
probes the idea of dying tiorn the pemn's perspective and examined assumptions which
shape how an experience is understood. "Scholarship stands for change and possibilities
that widen the intellecrual horizon as weil as the space of experience. That makes its
importance decidedly human (Kleinrnan 1995. p.3). There is much to be learned tom the
human aories of these five peopie They discuss dying in words not always amibuted to
dying. like -inevitable destiny'. and -running out of power' The way each person lives with
dying and makes sense of their experience cannot be found in any book.

Giving away and selling valuable possessions mi@ challenge death and prolong life.
InitiaIIy I found this idea ~onhsingto understand. Yet when Hank passionaely and
earnestly told me he rid himseIf of his violins for this reason, [ came to undersand how this

idea made sense for him. I had never thou@t about preparing to die in rhis way. This
meaning o f d y i n ~like others in this research cell us more about dying than definitions,
theories or yeneralintions. Yew howledge and undersrandin_esare senerated as we hear
ssorics like Hank's, stones we had not heard before. The knowledse comes &om rhe
3or)zeiters themselves. -4sthe example of Hank-s belief sugests. hearing rhese narratives

has potendat to buiId upon what we already know about dying and can inform nursing

practice. By exposing nurses and students to research studies that place the person central
to the phenomenon, new doors are opened to the experiences of dying.
This research has me discovering and quenioning my assumptions about dying. Prior
to rhis research I had assumed that dying happened over hours, days. weeks and months as
the physicai body started to shut down and deteriorate. [ assumed dying was somethins that

happened in these time periods and particularly that dyins happens when we are alive.
Christine refocused this element of time and believes it happens in the twinkling of an eye.
If dying is believed to be a momentary event perhaps the meanings change. Included in this

text are some examples of my questioning and thinking: How is dying understood? .Are we
talking about the same thing'? How do people's histories and lives relate to dying? .Are
living and dying separable'? .-\s bystanders do we e q m people to be prepared to accept
death? Why would I think talking about dying is uncomfortable'? These questions could not
always be answered. Yet they were purposefu1 because they pointed to how my
assumptions are intluenced by society and can obstruct how I think about the topic and
relate to the storyteilers. It is hoped that by reading this research others may aiso question
how they understand dying.
Watson ( 1997) encoura3es questioning the taken-for-granted to uncover the depth of
human experience. "My plea is for inhrmed passion. passion that is informin_uby thought.
rerlcction. and cornemplation, giving rise to mord landscapes and contexts of human nature
and relational concerns' (p.211). This research responds ro aspects of Watson's ( 1997)

plea. William, James, Christine, Frances and Hank's narratives generate awareness of how
a person might think and feel about the e.uperience ot'dying. Understanding another's
situation enlases not only our knowledge but afso this passion for substance. Examining

my assumptions became a way to recognize that my notions about dying can orignate in

the communities of which I am a part. Why would talking about dying be uncomfortable?
With Watson (1997) and Capuro's ( 1987) urging I try not to conclude, to remain in the play

and learn through thought, retlection and contemplation. What does this discomfort teil me
about dying? How does cornfoct relate to dying? Does it? I am l e e wondering. Hemeneutic
research like this. invites nurses to wonder about what is left unsaid and taken-for-granted.
We are challenged to see uncommon elements in seernindv common human experience.

Nursing research
How this m d y 'fits' or appiies to nursing research at first seems deceptively easy.

There have nor been hermeneutic studies that address this particular phenomenon. or
capture what this research captures. The chalIenge becomes whether or nor we can remain
in [he mystery and play of'undentanding. The impetus for this study was the need to
understand personal experiences of dying. The implications for b h e r nursing research
remain the same. This is not the end of the journey. Others may travel this same road of
hermeneutics to understand the phenomenon of dying. Their journey will stop at different
places. wilI ponder different ideas. and may veer &om my path. There will always be
v q i n g vantages and inrerpretaions. If this research were to be repeated the narratives and
the stories would again change. So to wouid our undemanding This re-circling keeps into
play the multiple possibiiities about what dying includes and e~cludes.
Methods of nursins research that advance our discipline flow &om conversations
about nursing education and knowledge iBunkers. Petardi. Pilkingon & wdIs. 1996;
Enpebretson 1997). Just as there is a need for a broad knowled~ebase, there needs to be
diRerent and diverse methods of nursing research. Qualitative rnethodoiogies cannot

portray all t y e s of knowledge a nurse uses. But these types of research can help us
understand the nebulous areas of human phenomena and e.xperience. Qualitative studies
help us to momentarily pin down ideas that are abstract and cannot be proven. This is not

an exercise in furifiry, rather it helps us understand the wodd in which we nurse. and
ultimately the same world that ttmunds us.
For me. the relevant question is how this research relates to praxis: the appreciation

and inreption of rhe theories, themes and narratives in the context of day to day nursing
OlcCormick & Roussy, i 497). .At one time I interpreted praxis as being one directional.

Pmvis refers to the utilization of theories in practice (kIcCohck & Roussy. 19975. But
this is not necessarilv a movement in one direction. Relevant md purposehi research will

be utilized if it reflects the nursing practice Fram which it emanates. There should not only
be implications tbr tirrther research but implications for how !his research relates to bedside

nursing the concerns of nurses and the people who face d-ng. This study arose from my
desire to answer questions. These questions came fiom my work with people viho were
dyiny. tt should return to the bedside.
Rarely are nurses immune to the impact of the people we care for. .Uthough nursing
work can be hectic. we still listen to the stories of people's lives. Conversations with other

nurses almost always highlighr this humanistic element. Rare!? do we recaIl stories about
techniques. equipment or procedures. Frequently we iaIk abour a particular padenf
interaction or relationships that have developed. There is a reasan for this. I beiieve within

many nurses is a desire to understand people and experiences. The nurses and health care
prol'essiod that surround me have been supportive and want to hear the stories of these
five people. Tbis retlects heir eagerness to understand what people have to say. It does not

seem presumptuous to believe that these stories may find a place in the perceptions of

dying when there is such an interest at this 'grassroots' level. .As ideas sprung from the five
narratives and as I developed my thinking about these stories, I reviewed these notions with
other nurses. It was my attempt to pull this research down fiom philosophical questioning
and surmising to the reality of nursing practice, and care of people whose death is

imminent. How does this stimulate new thoughts about dying? How does this intluence our
care of people7
Caring for peoole who are dvins
Dying is a pragmatic issue which presents itself in the here and now, in clinical
practice and importantly at the bedside when we listen. --Thoseof us who have spent time
in the company of people with mortal illness have learned from them that we are always
challenged :o know more and to help more effectively. but above all to listen" (Kearney.
1996. p. 15). %%en we listen as Ksarney (1996) encourages, we are often presented with

people's expressions of life. death and the intenveaving topics. Thou_ehtsabout dyin_ecan
easily slip into the realm of the philosophical or abstract. This research did not just as
interpretations do not, occur in a vacuum. They are stories. ideas. and interpretations that
retlect real life and red lives. What are we hearing? How do we make sense of these
narratives? Whar do they tell us'? How do they affect nursing care?
It is perhaps constructive to explain how this research is significant for nurses.
practice and most importantly for people who are dying. There have been many lessons
learned in undenrtking this research. In this research there are implications that relate to our

relationships with the people we care for. the importance of uncovering meanings of dying,
and how rnakins sense of illness. death and dying moves our thinking, and changes the
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experience. For me. perhaps the geatest significance for nursing practice is the seemingly
simple admission that we don't yet understand.
Attempting to understand human experience is significant for nursing practice
because of our necessarily close contact with people. Nurses are frequently in positions to
potentially understand people beyond casual pleasantries or brief conversations. We have
privileged positions where the richness of a person's history and life are often revealed.
Within these relationships is the potential to teach us. We should not assume we know,
about them their situation. or their dying. These lessons need not be time consuming or
viewed as one more task of many. Ymes do a multitude of tasks: they start intravenous
lines. administer medications. chart client conditions, and chanse beds. Rarely is this all
that we do. I have known caring, skilled and thoughtfbl nurses who. while doing even the
most menial ofjobs. are able to use these opportunities to better understand the person they

are heiping.

Lndernanding particular experiences of dying and co-creating meanings is not a
simple or unnecessary task. Understanding dyina becomes a requisite activity and one that I
believe many nurses do. aIbeit often unconsciously. This obligation to understand the
people we care for can happen within the kamework of nursing process. and specificalIy in
nursing assessments. Nursing assessment. as theory and practice show include the initial
assessment dara collection and intake procedure. but also the on-going evaluation and
reassessment to retlect changing patient needs and deliberate nursing interventions. This
process. while being foundatioaal to our practice and care. is one way the meanings of
dying integate into practice.

E.qioring meanings can assist us to understand people's decisions and actions.
Initially a patient like James. who chooses to not take narcotics reglarly to ease
discomfort, may be misinterpreted. He may even be labeled 'non-compliant'. When we
understand that James chooses to live with a linle pain because taking medications in some
ways is interpreted as ceding the battle against cancer. we may interpret his actions, or
interpret his situation in a different light. These new interpretations may then result in the
nurse acting differently or collaborating differently. What is important is to understand the
meanings James creates in order to Iive with his illness.
This research shows that meanings of dying are personal, and change. As we saw in
conversations with Hank hope and preparation were not parts of dying that once
understood stayed the same. Rather the meanings and relevance changes for Hank as his
prognosis worsened and he came closer to death. Generating meanings is necessary not
only because people's meanings change but also because meanings are different for each of

us. Not continually seeking these meanings has us falling back into steadfast, unchanging
assumptions such as what the ideas o f hope or preparation should include. When we do this
we miss something.
This research may c o n f m what many nurses already intuitively and instinctively
do. We recogize the experience of dying as being more than biological processes and
otlen enter into relationships with patients where we gain knowledge about their particular
experience. -Althoughthere may be h a t i o n that we do this in practice. nurses should be
ever tiglant by continualI~questioning and being conscious of how these meanks relate
to the experience. This understanding involves being conscious and thou@tfhl (vanManen
I997), where the details and expressions of everyday life are recogized, examined and

questioned. Hermeneutics "encourages a cenain attentive awareness to the details and
seemingly trivial dimensions of our everyday educational lives. It makes us thoughtfUily
aware of the consequential in the inconsequential, the significant in the taken-for-granted"
(vmilanen 1997, p.8). 'The e.qerience of dying becomes taken for -ganted when we
theorize. generalize or assume without question.
Each of the conversations with Hank James, Frances, William and Chnstine
captured thoughts and words that somehow surprised me. The fact that as caregivers we can
be surprised when we hear about people's lives makes questioning meanings important for
clinical practice. Hermeneutic inquiry seeks to understand human experience and becomes
a way to uncover taken-for-granted aspects of dying Beins surprised by what another
person tells us often sugzests we may have assumptions about the subject. -7hadn't thought
about that" or "I hadn't thought about dyins in that way". are exampies of when we become
more conscious ofthe limitations of our thinking.
For a number of years f have worked with people who are terminalIy ill. This. and
the specialized clinical knowledge I have developed, had me assuming I could talk about
dying with a certain degree of skill and capability. Hermeneutics has challenged me to look
and think about the way t and others express thoughts on the subject. Reading and re-

reading transcripts of these conversations was an activity that alerted me to the Ian-page
and words of dying. The language people use to tell their stories is embedded with
meaning. When Christine describes hersetf as 'nmning out of power' it speaks to a meaning
of illness that makes sense for her. it tells me something about how she may think about her
body and the iilness that is draining her energ. When James tells me that cancer is like
'facing a smoking -p~
I interpret
'
these words in a particuIar way. This sensitivity was not

only directed to the langage of the participants. Havine recorded these conversations in
transcripts 1 was able to reflexively look also at the way I communicate. Why, in
conversations, did I not always use the words dying or cancer"' Why did I express a thought
using those words'?
Even my avoidance to stereotype, or theorize the experience failed me. For example
1resisted the notion that aging and dying are inextricably linked. Christine's words open

again the possibility. For some people aging is part of the experience of dying. My
tentativeness and desire not to generalize had me circumventing particular questions and
actually excluding this possibility. .As Gadamer ( 1997) warns "One can say something
tactfiIIy, but that fiiIl always mean that one passes over somerhing tactfilly and leaves it

unsaid" (p. 16). Recognizing now how this assumption about a@nglimited my
undemanding has me now wondering: For this person how do dying and aging influence
how they interpret their lives? Do they influence it?
In this research these five people not only tell us what dying is like for them but
also offer intqretations of how others may understand their dying. So when we listen or
enter into processes such as this where the meanings of dying are heard, we expand the
possibilities for understanding other people: people who share this worid and may
experience dying in similar ways. We can now say they offer possibilities: maybe like
William dying Is not feared but is seen as inevitable; maybe dying includes living with
pain: maybe like Christine living extends beyond the death of the body. Maybe dying is
about action as we11 as passivity; maybe dying is interpreted in relation to a deteriorating
body; maybe dying is not what I assumed. What is important here is not the expanding list

of 'options' but thinking about what 'mq-be'. What may be the possible ways people
interpret their lives and their dying?
The meanings of dying uncovered in conversations with James, Christine, Hank,
William and Frances relate to the totality of the experience. -4sGadamer (1997) reminds
we must -'recall the hermeneutical rule that we must understand the whole in terms of the
detail and the detail in terms of the whole" (p.29l). By reading about dying tiom different
perspectives we may come to see that there are many ways of approaching death - all are
included in the phenomenon - all acceptable. Thinking about dying in a global way is
purposefbl. Without attempts to be conscious of how expansive and dynamic the
experience is. we could inadvertently Iimit the potentid of individual perceptions. Personal
narratives then risk being thought of as merely stories. with less emphasis upon how they

can teach others.

The point has been made that people interpret dying for themselves based upon their
history, their culture. and their particular situation (vantbtanen 1997). These experiences
while being particular for each individual mav also be shared by others. For Frances part of
dying was accepting medical procedures to postpone her eventual death. Likewise, other
patients we encounter in practice may see medical interventions as influencing their
interpretations of dying. So @\-ins voice to Frances' narrative of dying opens up
possibilities for others who may share her perspective. The experience of dyins may be
similar but will never be the same. Sometimes it is in the particulars that the inkisible
becomes visible. For we see that a particular view does not exist on the margins,
exceptional in its difference. but may be a d i t y for others. When we understand

that we may share viewpoints the taken-for-granted has a way of becoming less
influencing. For example the patient who does not fear death may interpret dying in ways
similar to Christine, who sees dying as a transition to a place beyond this wortd. The
assumption that life ends with our last breath is challenged as being not a uu& but another
possibility. We are left questioning.

"The point is to make life difficult. not impossible - to face up to the difference and
difficulty which enter into what we think and do and hope for. not to grind them to a halt"
(Caputo. 1987. p.7). Difficulty encountered when we talk about dying says something about
dying. It does not mean we should abandon attempts to understand or talk about dying but

as Caputo ( 1987) urges to recognize this difficulty. Yurses in practice engage in
conversations where both patient and nurse use languqe in attempts to express and
understand the experience. Like these conversations there may be difficulty because of
assumptions and beliefs about dying that are unrecogized and below our surface. We
should nay with this challenge. keep listening, thinkins and questioning. This research
hi&li&ts individual experiences and the universal experience of dying. to a level where we
can think muse. retlect. wonder and importantly where we can question the experience.
Questions keep the wondering alive. Questions that assume we still don't know. Questions
that ask: Why would I think that? Why is it that way? How could this be? Is there more?
hiv vista

I can describe my vista I can illustrate what I see before me, the trees. the water,

and distanr shoreline. Sharing my thoughts and feelings is also possible. In this research 1
have tried to detail for the reader how the experiences of dying might be interpreted.
Interpretation is !Fundarned to this research; it is how I make sense ofthe five stories.

Exploring my interpretations helped me to understand how I travel to these places of new
undemandigs. t have tried to place my assumptions and feeling in the forefront to
account for why I came to a particular understanding. Yet the process and time spent
thinking and reflecting upon these assumptions and my reality is hard to communicate.
The conversational quality of hermeneutic truth points to the requirement that any
study carried on in the name of hermeneutics should provide a report of the
researcher's own transformation undergone in the process of inqui~,a showins of
the dialogical journey, we might call it (Smith, 1991. p. 198).
1 have tried to take the reader on this journey, to account for my chanses in thinking. Yet 1

do not dways realize where a particular thou&t has originated or where it takes me. Why I
think what I do, is a hard question to answer. 1 med to be conscious of my assumptions and

to contemplate them thou& writing.
.At the onset my assumptions were put forward. I return to them as 1 wondered how
t have changed as a result of this hermeneutic research process. hlany of these assumptions

still prove to be accurate. perhaps what has changed is my conviction as to the importance
of these ideas.

* Living with a terminal ilIness is different than when an individual has not been given a
terminal diagnosis.
+

The experience of dying will never be hlIy realized because of the infinite amount of

individual interpretations and the dynamic nature of the phenomenon itself.

* Individual experiences and particular meanings of dyins need to be recognized as
portions of how we understand the universal experience of dying.

* People want to talk about the experience and portions of the experience can be
communicated In these conversations particuiar meanings can be senerated and co-created.

* I could write about this phenomenon in a way that is evocative and thought provoking for
others. By writing about people's particular eqeriences and meanings of dying there could
be change in the way we practice and work with clients.

* Society has assumptions and beliefs a b u t dying that serve to create a distance from
individuals living with a terminal illness. This distancing is negligent and can be h a r d 1 1 to
people who are dying.

* Knowledge is dynamic and ever changing. 3ew knowledge can be found and generated
between individuals in conversations.

* Dying individuals change how they perceive themselves. their bodies. their relationships
and their lives.
* Health care professionals are not meeting many patient needs because individual
subjectivity is silenced in favor of generalized societal beliefs and assumptions.

* I have a responsibility to challenge the stms quo by examining how society influences
our ability to understand the experience of dying.
What was enlightening for me was realizing assumptions I did not know I held.
When I engaged in conversations, journal writing, and thinkins I became conscious of these
beliefs. It was not until I talked with WilIiam and he expressed the ideas of inevitable
destiny that I realized my perspective made assumptions about the si-sgificance of dyiny. I
assumed it was a special time and an important life event. For William it held little
importance. I assumed health care professionals determined who was palliative - untiI I
listened to Frances. I assumed the hopes of people with terminal illness played a larger role

than when these people were well - until I Iistened to Hank-It seemed my assumptions
were never-ending. Questioning my assumptions proved to move my understandings and

once I was able to recognize them the placement of them as well as the new meanings
changed in my mind. It facilitated openness to hearing what these meanings were saying to
me. TeIl me what it is like to know you are dying before the doctor does. Tell me what
hope means for you. Tell me what you mean by inevitable destiny. I could not always ask
these questions of the participants because it was after the conversations when I thou&

and wrote that they became salient for me.
Thinking and writing proved to be cathartic as fleeting thoughts were captured on
paper Long enough to be examined. There were attempts to anchor my consciousnessupon
the pqe. to show how I mi&t understand my horizons, and the horizons of Hark William
James. Christine and Frances. Much of my journal writing is woven into this tea. It was

hard at times. to pinpoint the tensions I felt as I sorted thoughts. questioned my
interpretations. and continued to think. The interpretations became more developed as 1 reread the words that were spoken in the conversations. It was surprising for me when I
thou&t about a particular theme then found in the text more of the peopIets comments
supporting the ideas. There were also waves of ideas separate tiom the themes that seemed
to continually emerge. These include: the importance of personal meaning, the caution
against believing we have nothing to learn. and the importance of uying to understand
another person's experience. Their re-occurrence in my thinking alerts me to their

Doorways invite us to move forward and once through the doorway perspective
chanpes. -4sa nurse, before opening the door to a client's home for the &st time, I often
formed impressions of the client based upon assumptions generated 6om basic information

such as name, age, and diagnosis. Ifa palliative diagnosis had been given by the physician I
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made assumptions about what the person might be feeling, how they might be coping, what
family messes may be occurring, and how my relationship as a nurse may develop. These
assumptions still come to the forefront of my thoughts as I meet individuals with life
threatening illnesses. What has changed since this research is now I use these assumptions

as starting points or possibilities as to what a person may or may not be experiencing, not as
rigid impressions that are either proved or disproved.
Looking bevond
Th~sresearch has a place in the context and horizon of the worid in which we tind
ourselves. Hopehlly it will serve as a passareway tbr health professionals who read it. a
catalyst to examine how we practice or how we think about not just dying but also how we
interact with others. Even the process of understanding the imponance of meaning tbr
others is a beneficial outcome.

This research focused upon specific experiences - the experiences of dying. There
wore _ulancesat the horizons beyond the chair or bed of the storyteIler to places beyond the
rooms of conversiuion Indeed this interpretation now can find a place in other horizons: the
horizons of the readen. By reading my interpretations the reader will somehow fit these
ideas into their personal horizons. Perhaps the reader wiI1 feel differently about the
tl~erienceof dying, perhaps they will not. There may be an embracing of these ideas, a
rejection or even an indifference to the ideas here. There also undoubtedly are subtle areas
ofgey. places in between where what has been read will affect each person in some way.
Opening doors susests tbr me an acceptance and readiness to journey to the piaces
a-here our movement may take us. Open doors do not block or impede us. They also do not
obstruct the view beyond. In similar ways this research aims,and continues to smve to
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keep open to the possibilities. To use Caputo's (1987) words, "and so it can claim here only
to end, not to conclude. We do not aim at a conctusion but an opening. We do not seek a
closure but an opening upn (p.294). Similarly this research has not implicitly detailed
conclusions. It seems more appropriate to point in particular directions where the view may
show us something new, remind us of the common, or continue the questioning.

I do not think I will forget William, Hank Christine. James or Frances. These
people have affected me. It is inevitable that some of the conversations and the thoughts
that were stimulated will return to me. They are in some way a part of me. 'Living on'.
'inevitable destiny', 'hoping', and 'aging'. these are in my thoughts differently now. Most
likely they wilI re-emerge when dealing with other people who are dying. The challenge for
me will be to use these as doorways, possibilities to understand what this new person has to
tell me. Doorways that may help me understand this turmoil or thinking of another person.
These new stories may be similar but will never be the same.
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Letter to Prospective Participants

My name is Gail Kulas, and I am a student of the University of Calgary in the
Faculty of Xursing Masters Progmm. My background and interest is in palliative care
nursing. For my thesis I will be exploring the meaning of dying as experienced by pmple
with a terminai illness. I believe the stories of people living with a palliative diagnosis are
often not emphasized. These stories can help other people who are living with a palliative
diagnosis, and help the health care providers who work with them.
No one living will escape the process of dying. Yet what do we know about the
dying process? There are many books, theories and models about death and dying, written
by authors, theorists and health care professionals. This information helps our
understanding of the dying process, but no human life is ever the same as another. We each
have different experiences. feelings. emotions and reactions. I believe most theories can't
capture everyone's story because we are all unique.
The purpose of this research is to better understand the experience of living with a
terminal diagnosis. This meaning is to be determined not by obseners. health care
providers, or family members bur by people living with the terminal illness. I hope this
research study will enlarge the understanding of this stage in life.
.U1 participants in this srudy have a tennind illness and are aware of their diagnosis.
Participation in this study will involve two to three interviews. You can determine the
length and location of our conversations.
Your confidentiality will be maintained and information obtained in this study will
not be associated with your name in any way.

Participation is voluntary- You may opt out at any time. I understand that this is a
sensitive issue and I will attempt to create a comfortable and safe atmosphere for all
participants. I would appreciate your help nith this mdy. 1 look forward to hearing from
you.

If you have any questions about the srudy you may contact me Gail Kulas at
552- 6607 or my supenisor Dr. Marjorie ;McIntyre at (40;) 220-8847. Jane 4Canning as the
V.P.of Continuing Care and Community Senices in the bfistahia Health Region can dm
be contacted if there are concerns, at (403) 533-5337.

APPENDIX B

Research Project Title: The Meaning of Dying
Investigator: Gail Kulas
Masters Student. Faculty of Nursing
This consent form. a copy of which has been given to you. is only part of the process of informed
consent. It should give you the basic idea of what the research is about and what your participation will
invotve. If you would like more detail about something mentioned here. or information not included
here. you should feel free to ask. Please take the time to read this carehlly and to understand any
accompanying information.

My name is Gail Kulas and this research study is for my thesis requirement at the University of Calgary
Faculty of Nursing. This study will help people in both the present and the future to understand the
experience dying. This information will help other people who are living with a palliative diagnosis. and
the health care providers who work with them.
Your participation in this study is voluntarily. You will have the ability to determine where and when
the interviews will occur. based upon your comfort and convenience. l b s study will provide you with
an opportunity to express your perspective. thoughts. feelings and experiences in a conversation with the
researcher. The conversations can often be 1 to 2 hours. but you can determine the Iength of my
interview based upon your ability to participate and your comfort level.
The conversations may be audiotaped and the information in the conversations will be confidential. The
information will be used in a research study that discusses the meaning of dying as expressed by persons
living with a terminat illness. The audiotapes will be transcribed by the researcher and the data will be
presented in the thesis format. False names will be determined by you and the researcher to protect your
identity in the written product. The master list and all other interview tape recordings will be destroyed
at the completion of the research. Some statements from our conversation will be used in the study and
may appear in the published thesis, or related published articles. However. these statements would in no
way identify participants in this study.
In having these conversations. we may talk about things you have not thought about before. This may
result in a new way of thinking and generate ideas about new possibilities. However. sometimes
conversations can trigger paidid memories and this can be distressing. If this happens let me know. I
will attempt to be sensitive to your needs and wishes, yet if at any time you feel uncomfortable during
the research process or interviews you can withdraw from the study.
Your signature on this form indicates that you have understood to your satisfaction the information
regarding participation in the research project and agree to participate as a subject In no way does this
waive your legd rights nor release the investigators, sponsors, or involved institutions from their legal
and professional responsibilities. You are fiee to withdraw fiom the study at any time without
jeopardizing your heatth care. Your continued participation should be as informed as your initiai
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consent, so you should feel free to ask for clarification or new information throughout your
participation. If you have m e r questions concerning matters related to this research, please contact:
Gail Kulas at (403)532-6607in Grande Prairie, or (103)240-9887in Calgary.
If you have any questions concerning you rights as a possible participant in this research, please contact
the office of Dr. Marjorie McIntyre, at 220-8847.or Ms. Jane Manning V.P. of Continuing Care and
Community Services in the Mistahia Health Region at (403)538-5387.
Participant's Signature

Date

Interviewer's Signature

Date

Witness' Signature

Date

A copy of this consent form has been given to you to keep for your records and reference.

